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Abstract

Implicit solvation is an effective, highly coarse-grained approach in atomic-scale

simulations to account for a surrounding liquid electrolyte on the level of a continuous

polarizable medium. Originating in molecular chemistry with finite solutes, implicit

solvation techniques are now increasingly used in the context of first-principles mod-

eling of electrochemistry and electrocatalysis at extended (often metallic) electrodes.

The prevalent ansatz to model the latter electrodes and the reactive surface chemistry

at them through slabs in periodic boundary condition supercells brings its specific

challenges. Foremost this concerns the diffculty to describe the entire double layer

forming at the electrified solid-liquid interface (SLI) within supercell sizes tractable
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by commonly employed density-functional theory (DFT). We review liquid solvation

methodology from this specific application angle, highlighting in particular its use in

the widespread ab initio thermodynamics approach to surface catalysis. Notably, im-

plicit solvation can be employed to mimic a polarization of the electrode’s electronic

density under the applied potential and the concomitant capacitive charging of the

entire double layer beyond the limitations of the employed DFT supercell. Most crit-

ical for continuing advances of this effective methodology for the SLI context is the

lack of pertinent (experimental or high-level theoretical) reference data needed for

parametrization.
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1 Introduction

Electrocatalysis, i.e. potential-driven chemistry at electrified interfaces, is one of the pillars

of a future sustainable energy landscape, providing a green storage of renewable energy and

its conversion to valuable chemicals.1–3 The concomitant increased global interest in electro-

chemical processes at extended surfaces and interfaces has triggered unprecedented academic

and industrial research efforts to optimize catalyst materials and electrochemical cell designs

for maximal efficiency, sustainability, and durability. In this development, predictive-quality

computational simulations have played a key role, augmenting experimental results with

atomic-scale mechanistic insights and increasingly supporting catalyst discovery and opti-

mization.4–9

Given the fact that electrochemical reactions depend on the movement of charges, the re-

spective computer simulations are by necessity based on a quantum mechanical description of

the involved materials. Yet, while first-principles quantum chemistry provides a conceptually

exact toolkit to simulate chemical reactions, current (super-)computers can even with most

efficient semi-local density-functional theory (DFT) only simulate a limited amount of atoms

and at time scales where chemical reactions cannot be statistically resolved.10 Fortunately,

energy conversion processes can often be considered as a path through thermodynamically

equilibrated, meta-stable states, separated by kinetic barriers which are often in a direct,

linear relation with free energy differences between those states.11 Furthermore, chemical

reactions frequently occur at defined locations, the so-called active sites, and have a quite

localized impact on their surrounding.12 As a consequence, and as shown in Fig. 1, to a

good approximation one can in many cases carve out from the full constant-particle ther-

modynamic system a smaller grand-canonical sub-system which is in equilibrium with bulk

reservoirs of species.13

In this ab initio thermodynamics approach to surface catalysis, this sub-system in form

of a model of the active site and any adsorbed reaction intermediates can then conveniently

be computed as a slab within a periodic boundary condition supercell, and a grand-canonical
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Figure 1: Ab initio thermodynamics approach to electrified solid-liquid inter-
faces as occurring in electrocatalysis. The electrode is here negatively charged and
this surface charge is compensated by the built up of counter charge in the electrolyte. The
formed electric double layer (DL) can be pictured as a localized capacitor at the interface
of electrode and a rather rigid layer of ions (inner DL or Helmholtz layer) and a long-range
contribution (outer or diffuse DL). As in particular the spatial extent of the diffuse DL
challenges efficient first-principles calculations, the ab initio thermodynamics approach con-
siders a grand-canonical ensemble in which a finite supercell computed e.g. with DFT is in
equilibrium with appropriate reservoirs for the catalyst atoms, solvent species and electrons.
Since the supercell does then generally not comprise the entire DL, it misses part of the
compensating charge and does not necessarily have to be overall charge neutral.

thermodynamic framework is used to connect the obtained first-principles energetics with

the reservoirs through defined chemical potentials for the catalyst atoms and the reactants.

In thermal heterogeneous catalysis,13–19 where this approach was pioneered and is widely

used, the surrounding reactant environment and its corresponding reservoirs are generally

well approximated by neutral ideal gases. Concomitantly, also the finite supercell is charge

neutral and there is no necessity to explicitly include in the first-principles supercell cal-
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culation the gas-phase species that would in principle fill the finite volume between the

periodically repeating slabs. Instead, the actual DFT calculations are simply performed for

a slab in perfect vacuum. Unfortunately, the situation is significantly more complex in sur-

face electrocatalysis,20 where the solid catalyst exchanges electrons with the reactants and

is in contact with a liquid electrolyte forming a solid-liquid interface (SLI). As further de-

tailed below, this enforces the consideration of charged reservoirs (electrons, protons, or ionic

species in the electrolyte) with which the then no longer necessarily overall charge-neutral

supercell is in electrochemical equilibrium, cf. Fig. 1. Furthermore, this exchange of charge

species with the respective reservoirs and potentially ongoing surface reactions are driven

by applied electrostatic potentials, which directly interact with the solvent structure near

the surface. Apart from the specifically adsorbed reaction intermediates there is thus now

in principle also the need to describe the liquid electrolyte species within the finite volume

between the periodically repeating slabs in the supercell.

It is from the objective of reducing this complexity and recovering the efficiency of ab

initio thermodynamics as known from thermal surface catalysis, where much of the re-

newed interest in implicit solvation schemes in this field comes from.21–26 Corresponding

methodologies form in general a long-standing coarse-grained approach to describe a solvent

environment on the level of a dielectric continuum. While they thus have their own history

(in particular for molecular systems), their application to extended SLIs and the context of

ab initio thermodynamics has its specific challenges and merits. It is from this particular

angle that we here review such methodologies and discuss their recent application to the

surface electrocatalysis context, especially at metal electrodes and for liquid, mostly aque-

ous electrolytes. We refer to excellent and comprehensive reviews for full theoretical and

technical details and the more traditional uses of implicit solvation methods for molecular

systems,27–29 and content ourselves here with a focused exposition of the general concepts.

Instead, we elaborate more on the specific demands, benefits and persisting issues when

applying such methods to electrified interfaces.
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To set the stage for such a discussion, Fig. 1 also summarizes some key properties and

specificities of the electrified SLI. Central to this is the separation of (ionic and electronic)

charges that results from the interaction of the metallic electrode with the surrounding

electrolyte under an applied potential. A potential-dependent amount of net charge ρ is

thus localized on the electrode surface and counter charges in the form of dissolved ions

are redistributed to a certain depth into the electrolyte to compensate for this net charge.

Additionally, rotational, translational and even vibrational degrees of freedom in particu-

lar of polar electrolyte molecules (like water in aqueous electrolytes) will be affected within

this formed, so-called electric double layer (DL).30,31 As a consequence of the concomitant

screening, the electrostatic potential φ drops over the width of the DL. At least in aque-

ous electrolytes, this drop generally occurs over two regions: the inner or Helmholtz32 layer

(iDL), where φ drops linearly, and the outer or diffuse layer, where it drops non-linearly. The

capacitance C arising from the charging of the DL is correspondingly also commonly sepa-

rated into an inner and an outer contribution.33,34 While this was originally made without a

direct reference to the actual atomic-scale nature of the DL, the different dielectric property

of the iDL is now related to a crowding of counter ions directly at the charged electrode.

This leads to the formation of a compact layer with almost rigid water molecules and thus

a small dielectric permittivity.31,33,35,36 In contrast, depending on the applied potential and

electrolyte concentration, the more diffuse re-distribution of ions in the outer DL can extend

over hundreds of Ångstroms into the electrolyte, cf. Fig. 1.

From this simplified capacitor picture, it becomes clear that the true amount of net

surface charge on the electrode at a given applied potential is a sensitive function of the

entire DL. Adsorption energies and therefore reaction pathways in turn often depend sen-

sitively on this surface charge and the potential drop in the DL, e.g. via electrostatic in-

teractions of dipolar adsorbates with the electric field.37–41 Already this aspect alone thus

reveals that electrochemical activity in the SLI is generally not merely a function of the

electrode aka catalyst material. Instead, it is equally influenced by the electrolyte and the
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concomitant DL. Additional aspects of this influence concern also more classic solvation ef-

fects like steric or bonding interactions with electrolyte species in the inner DL (in aqueous

electrolytes e.g. prominently hydrogen bonds).42–46 Capturing these multifaceted influences

and in particular their net effect on reaction energetics is correspondingly a pivotal ingredient

of predictive-quality computational simulations and theoretical analyses of catalysis at elec-

trified interfaces. At the same time and as further discussed in Section 2.1 below, the outer

DL’s large extent plus the ions’ very slow, typically nanosecond time scale diffusion render

any atomic-scale first-principles calculations including an explicit and dynamical account of

the full DL still prohibitively expensive.47

Implicit solvation schemes are at the opposite end and promise an unsurpassed computa-

tional efficiency in simulating the SLI.21,22,25 In their original molecular form, these schemes

define a solvation cavity in which the solute is embedded and surrounded by a dielectric

continuum representing the solvent’s dielectric response.28,48 On top of that, the contribu-

tion of ions to the overall electrostatic response can be modeled. In the application to SLIs,

such implicit solvation schemes thus foremost allow to appropriately describe the capacitive

charging of the DL beyond the confines of the finite supercell—though requiring the inte-

gration into an ab initio thermodynamics framework to appropriately account for the flow

of particles between the subsystem and the reservoirs (cf. Fig. 1) as detailed in Section 3.1.

Next to effectively describing the counter charge, implicit solvation models obviously also

aim to capture plain solvation effects.28 Yet, with the solvent represented by a continuum

this is, of course, only on a highly effective, parametrized level, in particular in the present

state-of-the-art that also includes the inner DL into the implicit description.21,22,25 As further

discussed in Section 2.6, this situation is aggravated even more by the scarcity of reliable

experimental SLI data to fit the empirical parameters to. The prevalent approach to instead

more or less uncritically resort to established parameters from (unbiased) molecular systems

represents one of the aforementioned persisting issues in the field. It is these open challenges

that are specific to the application of implicit solvation schemes to the context of SLIs that
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we also want to openly voice in this review, while simultaneously surveying the impressive

insights that can be achieved with this at first sight admittedly rather crude approach.

2 Fundamentals of implicit solvation

2.1 Coarse-graining the electrolyte

Since the beginning of computational chemistry, the simulation of solid-liquid interfaces has

been of particular interest to scientists. To facilitate such investigations, theorists have since

developed various methods particularly to coarse grain the highly dynamic and thus complex

liquid phase. Indeed, the oldest such methods go back to Kirkwood49 and Onsager,50 and

were introduced even a few years before the invention of the electronic computer. The goal

back then was essentially the same as for the here discussed contemporary SLI electrocatalysis

context, namely to reduce the physical complexity of the liquid phase in such a way as to

keep the essential physics of the problem intact. Practically, these theories are derived for

the description of thermodynamic equilibrium states by averaging over the configurational

phase space. Of course, this can be achieved at varying degrees of coarseness which we will

briefly survey in the following.

The starting point of our discussion is a fully ab initio, quantum mechanical treatment

of the liquid phase, including all electronic and nuclear degrees of freedom (DOFs). Given

the mobility of the molecules in the liquid phase, the evaluation of equilibrium states re-

quires some sort of averaging or sampling over the nuclear DOFs, most often achieved in the

form of ab initio molecular dynamics (AIMD).51,52 Unfortunately, even at this fully explicit

level there is still some debate which first-principles electronic structure theory is actually

best suited for the task. Specifically for the description of pure water, easily the most im-

portant of solvents, there are a number of well documented failures of semi-local DFT,53,54

which in terms of its computational efficiency would be the present-day method of choice

to describe larger supercells and achieve longest possible simulation times.55,56 Instead, the
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Figure 2: Hierarchy of coarse-graining approaches for the liquid phase in the con-
text of electrocatalysis at SLIs. The sketch depicts an aqueous electrolyte with salt
ions (blue spheres) and dissolved CO2 (red and black molecules) at a crystalline surface.
Starting from a fully explicit quantum mechanical description (far left) one can conceptually
coarse-grain away electronic DOFs to arrive at a force field or interatomic potential descrip-
tion (center left). From that one can gradually remove nuclear solvent DOFs to represent
solvent molecules e.g. only through their spatial distributions or correlation functions like
in RISM-type models (center right). Finally, replacing even this with simply a polarizable
continuum one arrives at fully implicit models (far right). Note that in the derivation and
parametrization of each coarse-grained level one does not necessarily need to follow each step
and can e.g. directly parametrize an implicit model from fully explicit data.

use of hybrid DFT with advanced dispersion corrections,57,58 or the strongly constrained

and appropriately normed (SCAN) meta-GGA functional59,60 is often recommended, po-

tentially even including nuclear quantum effects.61 This best practice becomes challenged

in the SLI context though—not only because of potentially exploding computational costs,

but also because the same functional now has to describe the (metallic) solid and the liq-

uid phase with their very different physical characteristics on the same footing. For this

specific task, the use of generalized-gradient functionals, in particular the revised version of
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the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (RPBE) functional62 corrected for dispersion interactions using

the semi-emperical D3 approach by Grimme,63,64 is presently often perceived as an accept-

able compromise.55,65–69 However, one clearly has to stress that this consensus derives more

from reasonably-appearing averaged properties and functionalities computed at this level

of theory, rather than from detailed experimental validation of the predicted atomic-scale

structure of the electric DL.

Although AIMD simulations provide valuable insights about SLIs, they can usually only

sample a few or even a single basin of the system’s potential energy surface (PES) during

presently computationally tractable trajectories on the picosecond time scale. Proper ther-

modynamic averages would instead require nanoseconds of simulations or longer, especially

if the DL contains slowly equilibrating components such as ions or strongly physisorbed wa-

ter.24,70 Furthermore, the simulation cell sizes feasible even over restricted picosecond time

scales can barely, if at all cover the up to ∼ 100 Å extent of the outer DL, cf. Fig. 1. All these

limitations can at present only be overcome by switching to more coarse-grained descriptions

especially of the liquid phase as summarized in Fig. 2.

The first in the corresponding hierarchy of approaches focuses on eliminating the elec-

tronic DOFs. This results in a classical description of pair-wise or many-body interactions

between point-like nuclei in the form of an effective force field or interatomic potential to

model the high-dimensional PES.71,72 While this is an extensive field of its own with a

plethora of most advanced force fields for (bulk) water, electrolytes or materials, the crux

is again in requiring them to describe the SLI within the same simulation cell. Much fewer

parametrizations exist for this task, in particular for the interactions of (organic) electrolyte

species with the (inorganic and heavy) elements like Pt or Cu that form the metallic elec-

trodes. On top of that, most traditional force fields can not reliably describe bond forming

or breaking events and can thus not cover the reactive surface chemistry that is central to

catalysis at electrified interfaces. While there are thus only few examples where fully classical

simulations were used to study the structure of SLIs,73,74 there are currently two interesting
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developments to overcome these limitations. To one end, modern reactive force fields that can

account for bond dissociation start being applied in SLI simulations75,76 even under applied

potential.77–80 To the other end, machine-learned interatomic potentials are a most promis-

ing new possibility to establish a computationally efficient surrogate to direct first-principles

calculations.81,82 By construction, their reliability and range of applicability is determined

by the training data fed into them. If this data contains appropriate information on the SLI

and its reactive events, dynamical simulations based on such a potential would produce the

same insight as direct AIMD, just orders of magnitude faster. Precisely the development of

corresponding data-efficient training protocols (that would not require prohibitive amounts

of first-principles training data) is presently the focus of strong research efforts worldwide.

As this research is ongoing, present applications of machine-learned potentials to the SLI

context are still restricted to some first case studies though.83–85

An important general aspect in switching to more coarse-grained descriptions is that

different levels may suitably be chosen for different spatial regions of the overall simulation

cell. In the SLI context, a widespread realization of such concurrent multiscale modeling is

a quantum mechanical/molecular mechanical (QM/MM) approach,10,86–90 in which the solid

electrode and the chemical reactions thereon are kept on a quantum chemical level, while a

force field or interatomic potential is employed for the liquid electrolyte. This offers signifi-

cant speed-ups as much of the electrolyte sampling is done classically, while in particular the

reactive surface chemistry is still described at a first-principles level. Note that the (spatial)

distinction of what is described at the more coarse-grained level can be chosen flexibly, with

the limitation that approaches that allow to continuously morph say a classically described

atom into a quantum mechanically described one during an ongoing dynamical simulation

are still in their infancy.91–93 Typically, which atoms (or molecules) are described at which

level is therefore defined at the onset of a simulation, and this is kept fixed regardless of where

the actual dynamical motion drives the atom or molecule to. A classical description of all

electrolyte species apart from (specifically) adsorbed reaction intermediates offers thereby
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obviously highest computational efficiency, but is by construction unable to cover situa-

tions where the liquid phase participates actively in the reactions, e.g. as a proton donor.87

Furthermore, it also requires in principle specific (interface-sensitive) parametrizations to

account for the overall effect of the classical solvent species on the surface reactions. Both

of these limitations can instead be mitigated by including (parts of) the inner DL into the

quantum mechanical part of the simulation, yet at concomitantly increased computational

costs.

Central to the value of such simulations is in any case the correct depiction of the in-

teraction or embedding energy of solid and liquid phase, the solvation energy. In QM/MM

models, the Coulomb contribution to the solvation energy is commonly described by the

interaction of the QM charge distribution with fixed, fitted electrostatic charges of the clas-

sically described liquid molecules. In addition to this, non-Coulomb contributions, includ-

ing Pauli repulsion, dispersion and induction forces, have to be carefully parametrized.88,89

Electronic induction of the solid phase by the liquid phase charge distribution is treated by

self-consistently re-iterating the liquid distribution and electron density.86 Polarization of

the liquid phase is instead most often only included through movement and reorientation

of solvent molecules and ions. In certain situations an additional electronic polarization,

i.e. changes of the partial charges of atomic sites of the solvent molecules, has been shown

to be relevant and can in principle be included using polarizable force fields.94 The descrip-

tion of the other, non-Coulomb interactions is still a topic of ongoing research. Commonly

they are simply represented by pairwise interactions with parameters obtained from high-

level quantum chemical calculations88 or by fitting to thermodynamic or dielectric properties

of the (bulk) solvent.95 Nevertheless, properly parametrized force fields have actually been

shown to sometimes even surpass full AIMD simulations in accuracy concerning structural

and dynamic properties of the solvent.96 Their still atomistic approach to representing the

liquid phase also has advantages over the more coarse-grained models discussed in the fol-

lowing, in that they can more readily describe localized effects and directed interactions such
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as hydrogen bonds to surface adsorbates.

While a QM/MM description of the SLI greatly speeds up simulations by simplifying

the computational treatment of the liquid DOFs,87,97,98 it still does not relieve the need to

sufficiently sample the phase space of each solvent molecule. Combined with the need to still

determine the QM polarization response to each new MM charge configuration, even such

simplified models might not be computationally tractable. Recognizing the explicit sampling

of the solvent dynamics as the bottleneck, a further coarse-graining step aims therefore

at effectively averaging out the movement of solvent molecules and ions, and at replacing

them instead with their respective spatial equilibrium distributions, cf. Fig. 2. A prominent

representative of this ansatz is the reference interaction site model (RISM),99 which evaluates

the equilibrium radial correlation functions of each pair of species in the system through

an analytical integral equation, known as the Ornstein-Zernike equation.100 Within given

approximations,101,102 the equilibrium structure of the fluid around any form of solute is then

fully encoded through these radial distribution functions and without further need for a costly

dynamical sampling. In most variants of RISM, such as the popular 3D-RISM,103 the central

pair correlation functions are evaluated on a three-dimensional grid centered on the solute

to yield the spatial distribution functions of each solvent site species. These distribution

functions can be integrated over space and summed up to yield an excess chemical potential

of solvation due to the solute-solvent interaction and solvent reorganization in the presence

of the solute. In RISM theory, it is this excess chemical potential that connects the coarse-

grained solvent with the explicitly treated solute. Its functional derivative with respect

to the electron density yields an effective potential that can directly be included into the

solute’s Hamiltonian. This potential includes all the interactions used in the determination of

gij(r) such as electrostatics and, most commonly,104 Lennard-Jones type terms encompassing

dispersion and exchange interactions. Given the implicit dependency of the solvent excess

chemical potential on the electron density, the solvent response is then iterated together

with the quantum-mechanical DFT-described part of the system to reach self-consistency.105
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Going beyond purely molecular solvents, RISM-like models recently have seen very successful

use in the simulations of various electrochemical processes.106–110

Inherent to effective models, both explicit classical and RISM-based descriptions of the

liquid phase depend on a series of element-specific parameters that define interatomic in-

teractions and have to be carefully chosen for each system of interest. This requirement is

generally not a significant burden for detailed studies of individual systems, in particular if

these are prototypical cases for which then typically a plethora of high-level or experimental

data is available that can be used for the parametrization. It becomes critical though, if

fast estimates are needed, for instance to assess the catalytic activity of a large variety of

electrode materials, morphologies, active sites or electrolyte components, or if unknown and

complex electrochemical reactions are studied for which no reference data is available. For

such cases and for potential further increases in efficiency, an even higher level of coarse

graining of the liquid phase becomes appealing, in which all solvent DOFs are altogether

merely described via a polarizable continuum, cf. Fig. 2.

Following the concurrent multiscale modeling philosophy of QM/MM or QM/RISM, such

implicit solvation schemes are in the SLI context predominantly employed to describe the

equilibrium solvent response on a (metallic) electrode computed at a first-principles level

of theory. Again, flexibility exists whether to replace the entire electrolyte in a so-called

fully implicit approach, or to retain an explicit quantum or molecular mechanical descrip-

tion of (parts of) the inner DL, with latter models referred to as hybrid explicit/implicit

models. Reduced to a continuum, the implicitly treated electrolyte is then just a polarizable

medium with a dielectric permittivity. While an isotropic, constant tensor in the bulk of

the electrolyte, this permittivity can in principle vary closer to the symmetry-breaking SLI.

Additionally, it needs to be artificially reduced to vacuum permittivity inside the explic-

itly treated region of the simulation cell so as to not introduce spurious polarizability on

top of the one intrinsically provided by the quantum or molecular mechanical description

of the corresponding atoms or molecules. This region of vacuum permittivity inside the
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overall simulation cell is commonly referred to as solvation cavity, a word coined within the

traditional field of implicit solvation of finite moleculear solutes. As discussed in detail in

Section 2.3, different classes of implicit solvation schemes are categorized by the functional

form employed to describe these spatial variations of the dielectric permittivity tensor. This

form determines the electrostatic solvent response and could in principle be chosen to be

non-local to reach similar levels of accuracy as RISM models.111 However, the use of such

functional forms would unavoidably require the introduction of a multitude of system-specific

parameters, thereby nullifying the original motivation for this effective methodology.

For planar electrodes (typically described by crystalline slabs with low-index surfaces

in the corresponding first-principles supercell calculations), it is therefore common to only

consider a local and stationary dielectric tensor with components that vary exclusively as a

function of the vertical distance z to the surface.112 In fact, typically even the tensorial nature

of the permittivity is neglected and a simple functional form for the scalar permittivity ε(z)

is employed. As this omits all structure in the liquid and especially any kind of directed

interactions with the surface, such effects are instead considered by additional effective non-

Coulomb energy functionals as discussed in more detail in Section 2.4 below. This particular

strategy then allows to employ a minimum number of parameters for the dielectric modeling

function and these non-Coulomb energy corrections as further discussed in Section 2.6.

We also discuss prevalent fitting strategies for these parameters in Section 2.6, but note

already here that the simplicity of this prevalent approach does not only reflect the objective

of creating a computationally most effective, transferable solvation approach. To some extent

and as mentioned before it is also dictated by the present scarcity of interface-sensitive

experimental or high-level theoretical reference data that does not warrant a more detailed

(physical) modeling with a concomitantly increased number of parameters. This aspect

notably also concerns the powerful possibility of extending implicit solvation schemes from

pure liquids to electrolytes by additionally modeling the ionic charge distribution as discussed

more in Section 2.5. Most of these models rely on the traditional diffuse DL theory, providing
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a functional form between ion distributions and electrostatic potential as developed by Gouy,

Chapman and Debye in the beginning of the last century.113–117 Since this original approach,

many corrections regarding e.g. non-mean-field ionic correlation effects, steric size corrections

or ion-surface interactions have been made. While physically clearly motivated, each of these

corrections necessarily gives rise to further parameters. Even though it is in particular this

capability to account for the ionic counter charges that is presently predominantly exploited

for the SLI context, it is thus again a specific issue of this application field in how much

these more advanced electrolyte models can be parametrized or are in fact really necessary

for the specific counter charge modeling aspect.

2.2 Separation of the grand potential energy functional

As apparent from the discussion in the last section, different levels of theory ranging from

high-level quantum chemistry to force fields or interatomic potentials may generally also

be chosen for the description of the solid electrode (and an explicitly treated part of the

inner DL). In the remainder of this review we will nevertheless focus on the use of DFT for

this task, as this is the predominantly taken approach in implicit solvation works on SLIs

and electrocatalysis at metallic electrodes to day.20 With minor modifications, many of the

concepts and discussions are readily adapted to the other levels of theory though.

As described in the introduction around Fig. 1, in the SLI context, the employed DFT

supercell at volume V generally only represents a grand-canonical sub-system, which is con-

nected to bulk reservoirs of species that represent the rest of the (macroscopic) system. For

the electrochemical environment, these would naturally include an electrochemical potential

µ̃el for the electrons, electrochemical potentials µ̃ion,i for different ionic electrolyte species

i, and chemical potentials µsolv,j for different neutral solvent species j. In Chapter 3 we

will detail how these potentials are set for the SLI context, but for the time being they are

simply given constants. For such given constants, the true equilibrium structure and compo-

sition of the electrified interface would result from an exhaustive grand-canonical sampling
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and thermodynamic averaging of all nuclei and electronic DOFs inside the supercell—with

nuclei DOFs here and henceforth denoting the detailed geometric structure and chemical

composition of the system and electronic DOFs referring to those of the DFT-part of the

system. In the coarse-grained solvation modeling reviewed here, this typically infeasible task

is separated into two stages. First, solvation effects are evaluated for an individual interface

configuration characterized by say a given electrode geometry and chemical composition with

specifically adsorbed reaction intermediates at its active sites. The chemical composition Nα

of chemical species α in this explicitly and DFT-described part of the system is thus fixed,

and under an unanimous Born-Oppenheimer approximation the thermodynamic sampling

and averaging is restricted to the remaining (canonical) electronic and (grand-canonical)

nuclei DOFs of the electrolyte. In other words, one thus evaluates the thermodynamic sta-

bility of the electronic ground-state configuration for the given static nuclei charge density

ρnuc,QM = ρnuc,QM(r) and in contact with a fully equilibrated electrolyte. In a subsequent

step detailed in Section 3.1, an ab initio thermodynamics framework is then employed to

compare the stability of different such explicit interface configurations and compositions,

and the one exhibiting the highest stability is identified as the closest approximant to the

true grand-canonical equilibrium SLI structure within the tested space of configurations.

In this and the remaining sections of this chapter we will concentrate on the first of

these two stages. In this stage, there is thus one defined chemical composition Nα of the

DFT-described part of the system, and in this respect this stage then encompasses the

more traditional use of implicit solvation schemes in the molecular DFT context with finite

solutes. The central ansatz taken to accomplish the thermodynamic evaluation at this stage

is to partition the overall system’s energy, and establish a grand potential energy functional

of the charge density distribution ρis = ρis(r) of the classical electrolyte and the electron

density ρel,QM = ρel,QM(r) of the DFT-described part

ΩNα [ρel,QM, ρis] = FQM [ρel,QM]|ρnuc,QM
+ Ωis[ρel,QM, ρis] , (1a)
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which is minimized by the equilibrated charge density distribution ρ◦is and the ground-state

electron density ρ◦el,QM. Here, FQM is the free energy functional of the pure quantum system

and Ωis is the grand potential of the surrounding electrolyte. For simplicity of notation,

we drop in the following the subscript “QM” (e.g. FQM → F ), and consistently denote all

properties related to the electrolyte with the subscript “is” (for implicit solvent). Within

the employed Born-Oppenheimer approximation, we also henceforth refrain from explicitly

stating the only parametric dependence of F on the nuclei charge density ρnuc. Within

Kohn-Sham (KS) DFT, F is commonly expressed as

F [ρel] =

EKS[ρel]︷ ︸︸ ︷
T S
el [ρel] + Vmf [ρel] + Exc[ρel] +Tnuc[ρel]︸ ︷︷ ︸

U [ρel]

−TS[ρel] . (1b)

Here, T S
el is the kinetic energy functional of the non-interacting electrons and Tnuc represents

the kinetic energy functional of the nuclei (usually evaluated only as a post-correction at

ρ◦el). The Coulomb energy functional Vmf contains both nuclei-nuclei interactions described

explicitly and electronic interactions described on the mean-field level, while additional elec-

tronic interactions are accounted for through the DFT exchange-correlation functional Exc.

EKS is generally referred to as the KS energy functional, and finally, TS represents entropic

corrections at the given temperature T . As indicated, all terms in F with the exception of

the last one are often summarized under the header of the internal energy functional U .

Importantly, F [ρel] with all its terms is exactly the functional also underlying regular DFT

calculations and does thus not depend on the electrolyte distribution ρis. We correspondingly

refer to a multitude of excellent accounts on KS DFT for further details on this functional.118

All electrolyte-induced changes of the ground-state electron density arise instead from the

optimization of the grand potential ΩNα [ρel, ρis] in eq. (1a) and not F [ρel] alone. In contrast,

Ωis[ρel, ρis] as the second part of this grand potential refers to the electrolyte in its equilibrium

distribution, and this does depend on the detailed charge distribution of the DFT-described

solute and thus its electron density ρel. Conceptually, in order to determine Ωis[ρel, ρis] all
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electrolyte DOFs would therefore have to be sampled in the presence of a given ρel, and

then the interdependence of electrolyte and DFT system charge densities would require an

iterative cycle or generally a numerical optimizer to minimize the functional ΩNα [ρel, ρis] with

respect to the electron density at a corresponding equilibrium charge density distribution

of the electrolyte. This has e.g. been realized in electrostatic QM/MM embedding,86,87

where molecular dynamics simulations are used to sample the equilibrium distributions of

the electrolyte DOFs. Similarly QM/RISM simulations have been employed, in which a more

coarse-grained model is used to derive the electrolyte equilibrium distribution corresponding

to a given electron density of the QM system105 as already mentioned in Section 2.1.

The great advantage of implicit solvation schemes over these less coarse-grained ap-

proaches is that there a model solvation grand potential Ωis[ρel] is derived solely as an explicit

functional of the electron density ρel. This leads to a dramatic reduction of computational

effort, as then the evaluation of the resulting closed form of ΩNα [ρel] can be achieved for a

given ρel in one go. In fact, corresponding schemes are often directly integrated into the DFT

program packages by simply adding routines that evaluate and add the Ωis[ρel] contribution

within the regular KS DFT minimization procedure. For this, it seems at first natural to

separate the model grand potential functional into formal terms analogous to the quantum

free energy functional F [ρel],

Ωis[ρel] = Tis[ρel] + Vis[ρel]︸ ︷︷ ︸
Uis[ρel]

−TSis[ρel]−
∑
i

µ̃ion,i〈Nis,ion,i〉[ρel]−
∑
j

µsolv,j〈Nis,solv,j〉[ρel] ,

(1c)

with the respective kinetic, potential and internal energy functionals Tis, Vis and Uis, and

the entropic contribution denoted by Sis. Note that as a grand potential, Ωis formally also

contains contributions due to the electrochemical potentials of the ionic (µ̃ion,i) and chemical

potentials of the neutral solvent species (µsolv,j). The inclusion of these terms—and especially

their average particle numbers 〈Nis,ion,i〉 and 〈Nis,solv,j〉 in the implicit electrolyte—does at
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first seem counter-intuitive given that all explicit solvent and ion degrees of freedom have

been coarse-grained out. Yet, as we will see below, even implicit ionic and solvent molecule

concentrations in the simulation box depend on the electrochemical environment (e.g. the

applied potential). Therefore the exchange of both kinds of particles with the extended

electrolyte (as represented by the (electro)chemical potentials) needs to be accounted for, at

least approximately.

In general, and as further elaborated on in Section 3.1, one is actually rarely interested

in the absolute grand potential of eq. (1a). Instead it is differences in free energies, and

thus differences in grand potentials at their respective optimal electronic densities, that

are the main descriptors of chemical reactions. Similarly, comparisons with experiment—

which are generally used for model parametrization—are also most easily done on the level

of solvation free energies,119 which in turn are differences between the grand potential at

optimized densities in solvent and in vacuum. For this purpose and considering the strong

approximations to be made anyway, the fine separation into the various formal terms in

eq. (1c) is not ideal. With the aim to later on exploit partial cancellations and to ultimately

create computationally most tractable terms, it has instead proven more convenient to group

the different contributions by their physical origin28

Ωis[ρel] = Vmf
is [ρel] + Ωnon−el

is [ρel] + Ωion
is [ρel] . (2)

Here, Vmf
is is the mean-field contribution due to the electrostatic response of the continuous

polarizable medium describing the pure liquid. Interactions with the pure liquid beyond this

mean-field electrostatics are accounted for by the second term, which summarizes a number

of so-called non-electrostatic contributions

Ωnon−el
is [ρel] = Ωcav

is [ρel] +Grep
is [ρel] +Gdis

is [ρel] +Gtm
is [ρel] , (3)

while the last term Ωion
is [ρel] in eq. (2) describes all additional effects introduced by ions in the
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electrolyte. Even though in practice often further lumped together, cf. Section 2.6, we here

distinguish four non-electrostatic contributions. Ωcav
is [ρel] denotes the grand potential cost of

forming a cavity in the solvent for the solute to be placed in. Making this space for the so-

lute necessarily changes the particle numbers of solvent molecules of the implicitly-described

liquid in the supercell and thus involves particle exchange with the reservoirs with a con-

comitant dependence on the chemical potentials of the solvent components. We accordingly

denote this term here as a grand potential, even though most available literature refers to it

as a cavitation free energy functional. Grep
is [ρel] commonly represents the contribution due to

exchange or Pauli repulsion interactions, effectively also including an entropic contribution

due to the resulting changes to the potential energy surface (PES). The third term, Gdis
is [ρel],

similarly represents dispersion or van der Waals interactions. Finally, Gtm
is [ρel] is the free

energy functional accounting for changes in the thermal motion of the solute. Note that

all of the non-electrostatic terms and Ωion
is [ρel] thus contain potential, kinetic and entropic

contributions. Nevertheless, each of these terms has been proven to be computationally

accessible and in the following sections, we will now further elaborate on these various con-

tributions to Ωis[ρel], starting first with a pure solvent and the discussion of the dominant

electrostatic Vmf
is [ρel] term in Section 2.3 and the non-electrostatic Ωnon−el

is [ρel] in Section 2.4.

In Section 2.5, ions are then added on top of that to arrive at full implicit electrolyte models

that also include a model Ωion
is [ρel] grand potential. The general objective in all of these sec-

tions is to derive (closed) expressions for these functionals of the electron density, which then

allows to (straightforwardly) add these contributions into the KS DFT minimization process.

As noted before, the true free energy is then formally given by the grand potential ΩNα [ρ◦el]

evaluated at the resulting optimized density ρ◦el, cf. eq. (1a). However, it is important to

note that, to this end, the practical implementations acknowledge the aforementioned fact

that predominantly only grand potential energy differences are required. In such differences
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of say systems A and B,

∆Ω(A,B) = ΩA[ρ◦el(A)]− ΩB[ρ◦el(B)] , (4)

contributions to Ωis[ρel] that are not particularly sensitive to the detailed form of the opti-

mized densities ρ◦el(A) and ρ◦el(B) will largely cancel. From this perspective, no efforts are

therefore made to account for such contributions in the derived functional expressions in

the first place. While formally describing the absolute solvation grand potential of eq. (2),

we thus emphasize that in practice many of the expressions discussed in the next sections

only work for free energy differences. In fact, not least for reasons of computational ef-

ficiency the practical implementations often also consider only some terms within Ωis[ρel]

in the functional minimization. One justification for this is an assumed negligible impact

of the omitted terms on the final optimized electron density. Another pragmatic one is

that any error incurred through the omission is effectively compensated in the fitting of the

model parameters to reference data.120 A prominent example for this is to only consider

the electrostatic Vmf
is [ρel] in the minimization, and evaluate all non-electrostatic free energy

contributions only as a post-correction on the basis of the resulting electron density that was

thus exclusively optimized with respect to the dominant mean-field polarization effect of the

surrounding liquid.

2.3 Electrostatics of solvation

2.3.1 Potential energy and polarization models

The mean-field electrostatic Vmf
is is the contribution to the solvation grand potential most

intuitively associated with the response of a solvent to a solute. Considering it jointly with the

Coulomb energy functional Vmf in the minimization of the grand potential energy functional

of eq. (1a) accounts for the polarization response of the continuum solvent to the net charge

distribution of the solute ρ (resulting from the electron ρel and nuclei ρnuc charge densities
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of the DFT part of the system) and vice versa. To derive this contribution, we consider the

static displacement field D which arises from the collection of these explicit charges in the

system and is screened by the surrounding medium. D is given by the generalized Poisson

equation (GPE)121

∇D = (ρel + ρnuc) . (5)

The displacement field is related to the electric field E of the explicit charge distribution

via the polarization vector P , representing permanent and induced dipoles in the system.

The functional form of P is generally quite complicated, but depends on the relative and

generally non-local dielectric permittivity tensor ε = εtot/ε0 (with the absolute εtot and

vacuum permittivity ε0),

D = ε0E + P [E, ε] . (6)

Technically, this makes D a functional of the electric field E, which itself is an implicit

functional of the net charge density (ρel+ρnuc) via eq. (5). For reasons of legibility we dropped

these dependencies though. In this definition of D, the permittivity tensor is assumed to be

static—i.e. time independent, but may still vary in space, e.g. to account for the symmetry

breaking through a finite solute or an extended interface. Note that eq. (6) also omits higher-

order multipolar terms that might arise in the medium. For water, this approximation is

generally well justified because the solvent molecules’ electric field is dominated by its dipole

moment. Higher-order terms can, however,122 be important in non-aqueous solvents with

sizeable higher-order multipole moments, but to our knowledge no DFT program package

yet supports an implicit solvent parametrization including such higher-order terms.

The GPE of eqs. (5) and (6) provides a direct relation of electric field and charge density

which is generally valid, with and without a polarizable medium. It can be used to find

an analytic expression for the electrostatic Coulomb potential energy contribution of an
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arbitrary embedded charge distribution

(
Vmf + Vmf

is

)
[ρel] =

1

2

∫
(ρel + ρnuc)φ =

1

2

∫
EDdr , (7)

where the last equation can be obtained from inserting eq. (6) into eq. (5), using the diver-

gence theorem, neglecting the surface terms and finally substituting E = −∇φ, with φ the

electrostatic potential.

Static, dipolar polarization model

Conventional implicit solvation models

Locality

Locality

Locality

Isotropy

Isotropy

Isotropy

Linear 
response

Linear   
response

Linear 
response

Figure 3: Categorization of different electrostatic solvation models. From the general
starting point of a static non-linear, non-local and anisotropic model (top) several approxi-
mations can be made to ultimately arrive at the linear, local and isotropic polarization model
most commonly applied in present-day DFT codes.

The assumption of a static, i.e. frequency independent, dielectric permittivity implies that

the solvent adapts instantaneously to the electron and nuclei charge distribution of the solute.

While this is generally a good approximation for the solvent response on thermodynamic

equilibrium and potentially even for transition states of chemical reactions, it will over-screen

fast molecular dynamics, such as vibrations or charge-transfer processes.47 On top of that,

the simulation of electronically excited states has been shown to generally also necessitate

a frequency-dependent dielectric response.123,124 For most other cases, however, the static,

dipolar response model is a good starting point for further approximations. As compiled

in Fig. 3, these lead to three main categories of dielectric models, namely non-linear, non-

local and anisotropic ones. Non-linearity in the solvent response can be important in cases
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where the electric field is large, which actually can be the case inside the electric DL.21,125

Notwithstanding, mostly a Taylor expansion of P as a function of E around E = 0 can be

truncated after the linear term (linear-response approximation), i.e.

P ≈ 0 + ε0 (ε− I)E , (8)

with the medium’s electric susceptibility directly expressed as (ε− I).121 Next, non-locality

in the solvent response is important, whenever solvent molecule correlations occur, e.g. close

to charged solutes. The spherically averaged liquid susceptibility (SaLSA) model repre-

sents one example that accounts for non-locality.111 SaLSA has been also coarse-grained

into a computationally more feasible local version (charge-asymmetric nonlocally determined

local-electric, CANDLE), with the dielectric permittivity being derived from the non-local

response.126 Non-locality may also be employed to account for an effective size of solvent

molecules, since the electric field at a certain position then affects the solvent density in a

finite solvent radius around it.127 This can be relevant to prevent solvent from penetrating

into small pockets formed by the solute, see the discussion on the dielectric function be-

low. Finally, anisotropic properties of the dielectric permittivity are, of course, generally

important in systems with reduced symmetry. This is notably the case at electrified SLIs

where even at a planar interface the dielectric tensor would at least feature two independent

dielectric tensor components, parallel ε|| and vertical ε⊥ to the surface.128

While non-linearity, non-locality and anisotropy could thus well be of relevance for SLIs,

most implicit solvation models that have been implemented into DFT program packages to

date neglect all three of them and are based on the most simple case of a linear, local and

iosotropic dielectric model ε(r). For this case, the GPE becomes

∇D = ε0∇ [ε(r)E] = −ε0∇ [ε(r)∇φ] = (ρel + ρnuc) (9)

and the electrostatic Coulomb potential energy of eq. (7) can be further simplified. Using
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eq. (8), it then features separately the electrostatic energy functional contributions of the

DFT part and of the implicit solvent

(
Vmf + Vmf

is

)
[ρel] =

1

2

∫
(ρel + ρnuc)φ =

ε0
2

∫
E2dr︸ ︷︷ ︸
Vmf

+
1

2

∫
ε0 (ε(r)− 1)E2dr︸ ︷︷ ︸

Vmf
is

, (10)

with φ an implicit functional of ρel via eq. (9). Since the latter GPE cannot be solved analyt-

ically for most dielectric functions, a closed form is typically not attainable and a numerical

solution is required. Common methods for this include fixed point iterations or the conjugate

gradient technique employing the analytically known Green’s function of the Poisson equa-

tion in vacuum.129,130 Alternatively, for certain functional forms of the dielectric function

multi-center multipole expansions have been shown valuable,131 or mappings onto a finite

grid and solution via standard finite difference or finite element techniques. Regardless of

this technical realization, the conceptual changes to a DFT code to incorporate the Coulomb

electrostatic contribution at this level of dielectric model are nevertheless minimal. In fact,

while the entire self-consistency cycle around the KS equations is untouched, the only change

is that the electrostatic potential does no longer satisfy the normal Poisson equation, but is

instead given by the GPE of eq. (9).132

2.3.2 Dielectric function

For the linear, local and isotropic case, the dielectric permittivity ε(r) may generally still vary

in space. As already introduced in Section 2.1, in present-day implicit solvation schemes this

is primarily reduced to modeling a transition from the bulk solvent permittivity ε0ε∞ (with

the relative solvent permittivity ε∞) deep inside the electrolyte to the vacuum permittivity

ε0 inside the DFT-described part of the supercell. The optimum location and form of this

transition is generally system specific. Optimum refers hereby to the best possible repro-

duction of the true solvation effects within the confines of the chosen dielectric continuum

model, and—in particular in the widespread approach to even include the inner DL fully into
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the implicit model—system specific includes an actual dependency on the electrode structure

and chemical composition. In principle, this optimum location and form for a specific system

could be determined from high-level explicit simulations.128 However, this would negate the

original motivation to use an implicit solvent model for its efficiency gain and to e.g. screen

a large number of different SLIs. Implicit solvation schemes rely therefore typically on a

sufficiently simple functional form of ε(r) which includes as much system-relevant physics as

possible while maintaining an optimum transferability. Obviously, this implies a trade-off

between a more physically accurate description for particular systems (then typically in-

volving a larger number of parameters that need to be determined) and a more simplified

model with as little parameters as possible to describe qualitative trends over a wide range

of systems.

a) b)

Figure 4: Illustration of different types of dielectric transition between solute
and solvent. For the example of an adsorbed CO2 molecule at a single-crystal surface, a)
shows the solvation cavity resulting from the superposition of atom-centered spheres based
on eq. (11), while b) shows the solvation cavity as defined by an isosurface of the electron
density.

Favoring higher transferability, the dielectric transition is often approximated by a mere

switching function between bulk solvent and vacuum, resulting in the formation of a sol-

vation cavity. The location of the dielectric transition thereby has to be expressed in an

appropriate molecular descriptor that is readily available in any DFT calculation. For this
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and as illustrated schematically in Fig. 4, traditional implicit solvation techniques as domi-

nantly used in molecular chemistry often rely on defining a solvation cavity by summing up

atom-centered shape functions s(r), so that

ε(s(r)) = (ε∞ − 1)

{∏
α

sr(|r −Rα|,Pα)

}
+ 1 . (11)

Here sr is a shape function going from 0 in the solute region to 1 in the bulk electrolyte, {Rα}

are the positions of the nuclei, and Pα = ({rα}, . . . ) is a vector of parameters, containing

e.g. the exclusion radius rα for each atom and the transition smoothness of the shape function.

The simplest shape function is just a single Heaviside function sr = θ(|r −Rα| − rα), with

the atomic radii rα as the only parameters. These radii are usually either taken as tabulated

van der Waals radii for each chemical element or fitted to reproduce some experimental

data as discussed in more detail in Section 2.6. One advantage of using such a sharp step

function, also sometimes referred to as apparent surface charge approach, is the efficiency

with which the GPE can be solved using boundary element methods. Yet, in most cases131

this comes at the expense of additional approximate corrections for errors due to parts of the

QM charge density lying beyond the transition. Corrections for this outlying-charge error are

correspondingly integral parts of well-known implicit solvation approaches like the polarizable

continuum model (PCM),28 the solvent model (SMx),133 or the conductor-like screening

model (COSMO)134 that rely on such sharp step functions. As an alternative, recently also

smoothed step functions were proposed and adapted specifically for SLI simulations (soft-

sphere continuum solvation - SSCS model135), then, however, requiring additional parameters

for the functional form of this transition.

In general, defining the cavity based on atom-centered shape functions has the advantage

of easily being able to implement dielectric regions, e.g. at dielectric interfaces, by assigning

different values to the local dielectric permittivity. Additionally, solvation radii can be

assigned separately to each atom based on their chemical environment. This allows for
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great flexibility in the definition of the dielectric function and, potentially, a more accurate

prediction of solvation energies. Unfortunately, such a treatment also results in a larger

parameter space, risking overfitting119 with the generally rather small available training sets

as further discussed in Section 2.6. Furthermore, the reliance on atom-centered shapes may

lead to the formation of encapsulated solvent pockets in lower-density parts of the solute.127

In particular in the context of extended metallic electrodes, filling such pockets with solvent

unlikely reflects the correct physics.

Both of these limitations may be overcome in a different, equally popular approach. It

recognizes that the presence of electron density—readily available in a DFT calculation—

naturally separates explicitly treated regions from the rest of the supercell. The solvation

cavity can thus be defined by an iso-surface of the electron density. Regions of lower ρel than

the chosen iso-value are then classified as the solvent, while regions of higher ρel obviously

represent the DFT-treated part of the system. In practice, smoothed shape functions are

employed,

ε(ρel(r)) = (ε∞ − 1)sρel (ρel(r), (ρel,min, ρel,max)) + 1 , (12)

where ρel,min and ρel,max are the minimal and maximum electron density between which the

shape function sρel switches from bulk solvent to vacuum. This kind of parametrization

has for instance been employed in the self-consistent continuum solvation (SCCS) model by

Andreussi et al.129 Equivalently, also the iso-value itself could be used as parameter, with

the transition width then as corresponding second parameter.136,137 Various smooth shape

functions have been proposed in the literature,129,135,138 resulting, however, in quite similar

predictive accuracy of molecular solvation energies. While this suggests the actual shape

to be less influential for the model performance, some functions like the one proposed in

the SCCS model are constructed to have an exactly zero gradient outside the transition

region, which is beneficial for the numerical solution.129,130 The advantage of the electron

density based approach in general is that the solvation cavity adapts self-consistently to the

electron density and exhibits thus a more physically reasonable and smooth shape.129 From
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a technical standpoint, though, dielectric functions based on the electron density are slightly

more involved to implement due to additional Pulay forces arising there.132

Both, atom-centered shape function and electron density based approaches are generally

challenged in the description of solutes at different charge states. In the molecular context,

different parameter sets defining the solvation cavity are often required for anions on the

one hand, and cations and neutral molecules on the other.139 To overcome this limitation,

Sundararaman et al. proposed an extended form of the dielectric function,138 that in addition

to defining the transition region via the electron density allowed for a correction based on the

locally averaged outward electric field. This field has inverse signs for cation- and anion-like

regions, and thus provides the model with the fundamental capability to shift the dielectric

transition region accordingly without the need to invoke different parameters. A similar

approach has recently been followed by Truscott and Andreussi,140 who utilized the SSCS

atom-centered shape function model and allowed the atomic spheres to relax their radius

depending on the value of the electric field flux through their surface.

2.4 Non-electrostatics of solvation

The interaction between solute and solvent is not solely restricted to the electrostatic mean-

field treatment described in the last section, even though especially for the study of electrified

interfaces changes in the electrostatic potential can be expected to be dominant.28 Neverthe-

less, it is often minute changes to free energy profiles of reactions at these interfaces that can

result in crucial changes of the catalytic activity or in particular of catalytic selectivities—and

for such minute changes the additional beyond mean-field and non-electrostatic interactions

could prove decisive. In this section we discuss the corresponding terms in the solvation

grand potential, cf. eq. (3), the physical background for them and how they are commonly

treated. As will become apparent, this treatment is generally highly effective and thus in-

curs in principle multiple additional parameters. Not least from a parametrization point

of view, but also for reasons of computational efficiency and to exploit potential error can-
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cellation, modern implementations in DFT packages therefore rarely calculate these terms

individually.28 Instead, some or all of these terms are instead lumped together into empirical

functions with a minimum number of parameters. Highly successful examples for this are

the SMx29 family of methods or the SCCS approach.129 As it is important to understand

the physical backgrounds of these terms to appreciate the origin of the added free parame-

ters and the lumping strategies, we will nevertheless discuss each term in more detail in the

following. The parametrization done in practice is then covered in Section 2.6, while a more

complete overview of non-electrostatic treatments in other (not necessarily implicit) solva-

tion models can for example be found in the recent review by Schwarz and Sundararaman21

or the exhaustive review by Tomasi, Menucci, and Cammi.28

2.4.1 Cavitation grand potential, Ωcav
is

The placement of a solute, be it a single molecule, a cluster, or an extended electrode surface

always leads to the displacement of solvent molecules to form the solvation cavity. The work

necessary for this displacement is commonly referred to as the cavity formation energy. It

can, in principle, be calculated from explicit solvent simulations, e.g. employing Monte Carlo

or molecular dynamics,141–144 or information-theoretic maximum-entropy simulations.145,146

Yet, such a costly treatment is obviously not a desirable basis for the development of a simple

cavitation grand potential functional within the context of implicit solvation models.

Instead, such development relies to a large extent on scaled particle theory, which essen-

tially employs a hard-sphere representation of solvent and solute.147 In this case, the formed

cavity is simply the excluded volume around a solute given in terms of the hard spheres of

solute and solvent molecules. For such a simplified model, Ωcav
is [ρel] can then be established

analytically to yield an explicit expression that depends only on molecular parameters of

solute and solvent.148 One example is the solution of Pierotti,149 which is e.g. implemented

in the popular PCM solvation model, and reads up to third order in the hard-sphere radius
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rhs of a given solute28

Ωcav
is = kBT

{
− ln(ζ) + ξ

(
rhs

rhs,solv

)
+

[
ξ +

ξ2

2

(
rhs

rhs,solv

)2
]}

. (13)

Here, kB is Boltzmann’s constant, and both ζ = ζ(rhs,solv) and ξ = ξ(rhs,solv) are unit-

less auxiliary functions of rhs and the solvent hard-sphere radius rhs,solv. Note that this

formulation only accounts for a single sphere type each for all solute and for all solvent

species, and thus does not necessarily reflect the actual shape of the cavity very well. As a

remedy, extensions to multiple different radii have e.g. been proposed by Claverie et al.150

Nevertheless, the accuracy of such scaled particle theory based approaches still rests fully

on the choice of solute and solvent radii. Many approaches have correspondingly been

taken to fit such radii to various experimental properties151–153 and at various experimental

conditions154,155 (thereby implicitly including the grand-canonical dependence of the cavity

formation on the electrochemical environment). For a comprehensive discussion of all these

approaches we refer the reader to the excellent review by Tomasi and co-workers.28 Here

we only note, that typically the cavity used to establish the expression for Ωcav
is [ρel] does

not resemble the solvation cavity used in the mean-field electrostatic Vmf
is [ρel]. Given the

effective nature of implicit solvation models, this is not per se a problem. It does, however,

potentially add more and unnecessary parameters.

A different approach, based on the seminal work of Uhlig,156 instead tries to link Ωcav
is [ρel]

to the solvent’s macroscopic surface tension, thereby eliminating the need to define species-

specific parameters altogether. Where this original formulation assumed a spherical cavity

of size rcav around the entire solute and independence of solvent parameters beyond the

surface tension, more recent formulations account for geometric properties and density of

the solvent,157 or for deviations from the spherical shape.158 Especially the latter correction
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by Tolman158 proved popular and reads

Ωcav
is = 4πr2cavγ

(
1− 2δ

rcav

)
(14)

with an effective surface tension γ and a parameter δ accounting for deviations from the

spherical form. In principle, a direct connection between cavitation energy and surface ten-

sion seems obvious, considering that a cavity is essentially an internal interface between

solvent and vacuum. Yet, it is not at all clear, that such a relation also has to hold on

the microscopic level where cavities are not significantly bigger than solvent molecules, or

at least that γ is in any sense connected to the macroscopic surface tension. Yet, a num-

ber of works143,159 have shown the Tolman equation, eq. (14), to hold and γ to be near

indistinguishable from the macroscopic surface tension.

The fact remains, though, that also this approach needs parameters describing the shape

of the cavity on top of those already used in the mean-field electrostatic model. This can be

avoided by recognizing that the term 4πr2cav

(
1− 2δ

rcav

)
in eq. (14) essentially just describes

the surface area of the cavity, per definition of the surface tension as free energy per area.

Based on this, Scherlis and co-workers suggested160 that a most straightforward expression

for the cavitation grand potential functional could be,

Ωcav
is = γAcav , (15)

with γ the macroscopic surface tension of the solvent and Acav now the surface area of

the solvation cavity employed in the electrostatic model. In electrostatic models where the

cavity is defined through a step function in the dielectric permittivity, such an area can

be calculated quite straightforwardly through some form of tessellation of the surface.131 In

models that rely on a continuous dielectric function with a smoothed transition, the surface

area of the cavity seems less obvious. To this end, Scherlis et al.160 employed the concept of

a quantum surface. Introduced by Cococcioni and co-workers161 and refined by Andreussi et
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al.,129 this is essentially a continuous integral over the points in space, which are part of the

finite transition region of the shape function sρel , where ∇sρel 6= 0. Numerically, the integral

over the gradient is solved by rewriting the gradient as derivative of the electron density by

employing the chain rule and differentiation using a finite difference

Acav =

∫
dr∇sρel ≈

∫
dr

{(
sρel

[
ρel(r)− ∆

2

]
− sρel

[
ρel(r) +

∆

2

])
× |∇ρel(r)|

∆

}
.

(16)

This describes a thin film between two density iso-surfaces with a thickness ∆. The exact

value of ∆ thereby proved to be unimportant as long as it is large enough to avoid numerical

noise due to the real-space integration grid of the specific DFT code, and small enough to

still follow the contours of the cavity.160

On the plus side, based on eqs. (15) and (16), Ωcav
is [ρel] may then straightforwardly

be determined without adding any free parameters beyond those already necessary for the

electrostatic part—if indeed the macroscopic surface tension γ is employed. As discussed in

Section 2.6, γ may also be seen as an empirical parameter, in which case at least still only one

additional parameter would be required. This more effective view is also more consistent with

a downside of the cavity definition through the quantum surface concept of eq. (16). Since

the latter depends on ρel and its gradient, additional terms arise when explicitly including a

corresponding cavitation functional term in the KS DFT minimimization. For this reason,

the free energy contribution due to a Ωcav
is [ρel] based on eqs. (15) and (16) is typically only

considered as a post-correction for an electrostatically optimized electron density as already

discussed at the end of Section 2.2.

Finally, a conceptually related approach to this is the weighted-density cavity formation

model by Sundararaman and co-workers.138 There, instead of a cavity composed of overlap-

ping spheres, one formulates a solvent-center cavity, where the tails of the electron density

are expanded by the van der Waals radius of the solvent molecules to gain a more physical

representation of the solvent accessible area of a solute. Based on this approach one can then
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derive an expression for Ωcav
is [ρel] that fulfills known physical limits for very small cavities or

on the opposite end for droplets of solvent in vacuum.

2.4.2 Exchange repulsion, Grep
is

While Ωcav
is [ρel] represents the thermodynamic cost of creating a cavity in the solvent for the

solute to fit in, it does not include actual interactions between solute and solvent that are

lost in the coarse graining of the solvent DOFs. The free energy functional Grep
is [ρel] is sup-

posed to account for repulsive such interactions, predominantly arising from Pauli exchange.

While there is a whole hierarchy of methods developed to treat this term,48 modern implicit

solvation models generally employ only either of two routes, a more quantum-mechanically

inspired one and a more empirical one.28 Recognizing that exchange repulsion originates

fundamentally from the overlap of the electron densities of solute and solvent,162 Grep
is [ρel]

is in the former approximated from the explicitly available electron density lying outside of

the cavity163 or in the latter through a Lennard-Jones based metric of how close the various

solute atoms could approach the cavity.

In the former more quantum-mechanically inspired ansatz, the exchange repulsion func-

tional is specifically given as an overlap integral over the explicit DFT electron density

outside the cavity with a model solvent electron density approximated as a simple Gaussian

with a width ξG,

Grep
is =

4π

ξG
nval
solvcsolv

∫
>cavity

dr ρel(r) . (17)

Here, csolv is the constant solvent concentration and nval
solv the number of valence electrons of

the solvent species. The advantage of this approach is that the functional expression can be

straightforwardly inserted into the KS DFT Hamiltonian. To this end, the integral over all

external space of eq. (17) is transformed into a 2D integral over the cavity surface Acav, which

is numerically solved via tesselation. The price for this simplicity is a parameter ξG which

largely lacks any physical motivation and with which the repulsion free energy contribution

resulting from this model functional can be scaled to any desired value.
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A corresponding tesselation is also the basis for the second, more empirical scheme,

which essentially approximates a possible electron density overlap of solute and solvent by

how close individual solute atoms come to the cavity surface. With the tesselation yielding

units labelled by k with surface area Acav,k and surface normal nk, the exchange repulsion

functional is then given as164

Grep
is = nval

solvcsolv
∑
j∈solv

Nj

∑
α∈solute

∑
k∈cavity

Acav,k Xα,j(rαk) · nk . (18a)

Next to the sum over surface tesserae, the other two sums range over all explicitly treated

atoms α in the solute and all chemically unique atomic species j in the solvent. Nj denotes

the number of times the species j is contained in a solvent molecule, and the auxiliary

distance vector

Xα,j(rαk) = −1

9

d
(12)
αj

|rαk|12
rαk (18b)

encodes a Lennard-Jones type repulsive interaction between solute atom α and solvent

molecules, with the latter represented by the cavity units and thus at a distance rαk · nk

apart. In the form of the Lennard-Jones d
(12)
αj for each pair of solute and solvent species, this

approach adds multiple additional parameters, which need to be determined, e.g. via fitting

to experimental reference values.28 On the other hand, the computational overhead of this

approach is negligible given that most of the other contributions to the solvation free energy

demand such a surface tesselation anyway.

Importantly, both methods reduce in fact again to integrals over the surface area of the

cavity. This observation inspired Andreussi and co-workers129 to simplify the calculation of

the repulsion energy even further. Making again use of Cococcioni and co-workers’ quantum

surface concept,161 they simply formulated Grep
is [ρel] (actually only in sum together with

Gdis
is [ρel] as discussed below) as linearly dependent on the electrostatic cavity surface area
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Acav and potentially also its volume Vcav,

Grep
is +Gdis

is = αAcav + βVcav . (19)

The advantage of this approach over eqs. (17) and (18a) is its unparalleled computational

efficiency (when again only evaluating it as a post-correction) and the fact that it adds only

two adjustable parameters,131 as further discussed in Section 2.6.

2.4.3 Dispersion interactions, Gdis
is

Similar to Grep
is [ρel] and indeed often treated in a very similar fashion or grouped together

with it, Gdis
is [ρel] is supposed to account for another type of intermolecular interaction between

solute and solvent molecules that is lost in the coarse graining process, namely attractive

dispersion. With the relevance of solute-solvent dispersion on solute structure165 and energet-

ics166 well documented, a great number of methods have been devised to derive approximate

expressions for Gdis
is [ρel].

48 Again, these approaches can be roughly categorized into more

quantum mechanically inspired and more empirical approaches. Of the former, a popular

approach, implemented e.g. in the PCM model,167 is based on the theory of McWeeny.168

Without going into too much detail—see for example ref. 28 for a full description—and sim-

ilarly to the quantum mechanical treatment of the repulsion energy, also this approach can

be boiled down to an integral over the cavity surface, yet this time over the electrostatic

potential and the normal component of the electrostatic field. Both are represented in the

basis functions of the underlying DFT method, which, at least in localized basis function

codes, tend to be not very dense near the cavity surface.130 Therefore, the accuracy of the

quantum mechanical calculation of Gdis
is [ρel] tends to strongly depend on the chosen basis

set. Properties of the solvent and solute enter this approach in the form of a multiplicative

factor that depends among others on the first ionization energy of the solvent or average

electronic transition energies. In particular also the complex integrals involved in the calcu-
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lation, render the overall computational cost of this approach significantly higher than that

of the other non-electrostatic contributions.

For this reason, a lot of implementations opt for a more empirical approach instead.48

An ansatz analogous to eq. (18a) leads then to

Gdis
is = nval

solvcsolv
∑
j∈solv

Nj

∑
α∈solute

∑
k∈cavity

Acav,k X′α,j(rαk) · nk , (20a)

only now with an auxiliary distance vector that encodes a London type attractive dispersion,

X′α,j(rαk) = −1

3

d
(6)
αj

|rαk|12
rαk . (20b)

Obviously, this approach thus incurs again a set of parameters (d
(6)
αj ) which need to be

determined.

Finally and also in exact analogy to exchange repulsion, each of these approaches to esti-

mating Gdis
is [ρel] boils numerically down to a tessellation of the cavity surface. We note that

instead of the here described geometric surface tessellation, one could in principle also inte-

grate over any suitable cavity shape function, such as the aforementioned weighted density

solvent-center cavity.138 In any case, based on the observation that Gdis
is is just an integral

over the cavity surface, Still and co-workers169 proposed a simple description as a function

of solvent accessible area, or indeed, the surface area of the solvation cavity. As noted above,

this idea was later expanded upon in the work of Andreussi et al.129 where the dispersion

functional is then described together with the exchange repulsion functional through eq. (19).

2.4.4 Thermal motion, Gtm
is

As discussed above, solvation of any solute generally alters that solute’s PES. Foremost, one

pictures this in form of an altered equilibrium structure of the solute compared to the vacuum

one, such that e.g. hydrophobic groups avoid exposure to the solvent, zwitterionic structures

are stabilized by polar solvents or the internal hydrogen-bond network is rearranged.170
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However, the altered PES could in principle also lead to changes in the vibrational modes

of the solute that would correspondingly need to be accounted for through another free

energy functional term Gtm
is [ρel].

170 For molecular solutes, this would then additionally cover

changes of the solute’s rotational and translational entropy.171 The latter do not play a role

at extended SLIs, and solvent-induced changes to the vibrational modes of an adsorbate are

likely small compared to those arising from the adsorption itself or from ongoing chemical

reactions. Therefore, to our knowledge no implicit solvation implementations for the SLI

context have hitherto explicitly considered a Gtm
is [ρel] term.

2.5 Electrolyte models

The theories introduced in the last two sections yield expressions for the mean-field electro-

static Vmf
is [ρel] and non-electrostatic Ωnon−el

is [ρel] terms in the model grand solvation potential,

cf. eq. (2). These expressions are already sufficient to establish implicit solvation models for

pure liquids. However, real electrochemistry or electrocatalysis almost invariably works with

electrolytes with finite salt concentrations. Indeed, the presence of salt can actually even be

substantial for the chemical reactions and the way they proceed. As already discussed, at

SLIs ions act as counter charges to compensate the surface charge of the electrode. They are

thus potentially strongly enriched particularly in the inner DL close to the electrode, and

their presence may not least crucially impact the stabilities of reaction intermediates.40 In

this section, we therefore continue with the extension of implicit solvation models to elec-

trolytes and notably Poisson-Boltzmann (PB) theory, which forms the unanimous basis for

most of these extensions to day. Practically, this proceeds again by deriving computation-

ally tractable or closed expressions for the contributions grouped into the ion grand potential

term Ωion
is [ρel] of eq. (2).
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2.5.1 Poisson-Boltzmann theory

In a dilute electrolyte solution, one may reasonably assume that the solvent dielectric re-

sponse is not (significantly) modified by the small ion concentrations, and interactions be-

tween the generally quite distant ions can be well described on a mean-field level. In the DFT

supercell, one realization of such a dilute electrolyte could be to simply place a small number

of point-like ions at fixed and not too close positions to each other inside the implicit solvent

part. For a corresponding static ion charge distribution ρion = ρion(r), as well as under the

mentioned assumption of unmodified solvent dielectric response and only mean-field ion-ion

interactions, then the only term that we would have to consider in Ωion
is [ρel] is a straightfor-

ward potential energy functional Vmf,ion
is . Together with the analogous mean-field potential

energy functionals of the DFT part and the pure implicit liquid it would be given as

(
Vmf + Vmf

is + Vmf,ion
is

)
[ρel] =

1

2

∫
(ρel + ρnuc + ρion)φ . (21)

As visualized in Fig. 5 such static ion distributions are indeed employed in so-called planar

counter charge (PCC) models that are specifically developed for the description of planar

SLIs172 and that we will further motivate in Section 2.5.6. However, for the general objective

of deriving functional expressions for an electrolyte that is equilibrated in its response to the

given electrode or solute with its (DFT) net charge density, it makes no sense to manually

ascribe fixed ion positions. Indeed, the equilibrated ion density should be a result of the

theory, and not an input. Therefore, this equilibrated density will have to adapt to the

electrostatic potential, to which the ions though actually contribute themselves. This already

shows that in such a case self-consistency between ρion and φ in eq. (21) has to be reached.

Most commonly, a corresponding self-consistent description of the ion distribution is achieved

within the famous PB theory,113–116 which treats the ions as a gas that interacts only via

mean-field electrostatic interactions within the continuum dielectric. Referring to dedicated

accounts on PB theory173 for full derivations and a full appraisal, we here only compile the
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Figure 5: Schematic representation of various electrolyte models currently used
for the description of SLIs. Planar counter charge (PCC) models place rigid ions in
a Helmholtz layer like arrangement, while Poisson Boltzmann (PB) models determine the
ionic distribution self-consistently in the total electrostatic potential. Various important
modifications of PB theory are highlighted and discussed in the text.
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resulting expressions for the ion grand potential functional. For simplicity, we furthermore

focus here and in the remainder of this electrolyte section also on an electrolyte with a

cationic concentration c+ = c+(r) due to only one cation species of mass m+ and charge

+z, and an anionic concentration c− = c−(r) due to only one anion species of mass m− and

charge −z. Reflecting the additionally considered ion dynamics, the corresponding PB ion

grand potential functional

Ωion
is [ρel] = T PB,ion

is [ρel] + Vmf,ion
is [ρel]− TSPB,ion

is [ρel] , (22a)

now includes kinetic and, applying the famous Sackur-Tetrode equation,174–176 also entropic

contributions. For the +z/− z electrolyte they read

T PB,ion
is =

3

2
kB

∫
{c+ + c−} dr (22b)

SPB,ion
is = −kB

∫ {
c+

[
ln
(
c+λ

3
+

)
− 5

2

]
+ c−

[
ln
(
c−λ

3
−
)
− 5

2

]}
dr , (22c)

with λ± = h√
2πm±kBT

the thermal wave length. The potential energy functional still holds

as before in eq. (21), of course, now with the ion charge density given as ρion = z(c+ − c−).

The starting point to obtain the self-consistent ion concentrations and electrostatic po-

tential to evaluate these functional expressions is as before the GPE. Within the prevalent

isotropic, linear and local dielectric model, and under the already mentioned assumption that

the dielectric response of the solvent is not changed by the ion density, the electrolyte charge

distribution can straightforwardly be added to the GPE of eq. (9), simply by extending the

source terms on the right hand side

−ε0∇ [ε(r)∇φ] = (ρel + ρnuc + ρion) . (23)

PB theory then additionally makes the assumption that in the equilibrated electrolyte the
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ions are Boltzmann-distributed in the electrostatic potential

c± = c∞,ion exp

(
∓ zφ

kBT

)
, (24)

with c∞,ion the constant equal concentration of cations and anions in the bulk of the elec-

trolyte. Within the mean-field PB gas ansatz, c∞,ion is in turn readily related to the bulk

ion electrochemical potential via µ̃ion,± = kBT ln
(
λ3±c∞,ion

)
. Inserting eq. (24) into the ion-

including GPE of eq. (23), leads finally to the famous PB equation (PBE) itself

ε0∇ [ε∇φ] = −
(
ρel + ρnuc + 2zc∞,ion sinh

(
−zφ[ρel(r)]

kBT

))
, (25)

which does not explicitly contain the spatially varying ionic concentrations anymore. In

practice, this PBE can thus be implemented into the KS-DFT minimization in a way com-

pletely analogous to the GPE of the ion-free case, and then be solved at each electron

density optimization step. However, due to the complicated non-linear nature of the PBE,

and the associated computational cost of solving it, it is popular to instead solve a simplified

linearized version of it.177,178 This linearized Poisson-Boltzmann equation (LPBE) can be

obtained by truncating a Taylor expansion of the sinh-term in eq. (25) around φ = 0 (here

assumed to be the bulk electrolyte potential) after the linear term116

ε0∇ [ε∇φ] = −
(
ρel + ρnuc −

2z2c∞,ion
kBT

φ[ρel(r)]

)
. (26)

The corresponding LPBE grand potential functional terms can then be derived analogously

from a Taylor expansion of eq. (22).130

As mentioned at the beginning of this sub-section, the assumptions underlying PB theory

restrict its formal range of applicability to dilute electrolytes. Close to electrified SLIs,

however, high ion concentrations may accumulate even for electrolytes that are indeed dilute

in the bulk.117,179 This motivates corrections to PB theory that account for then increased
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ion-ion and ion-solvent correlations. Despite the non-locality of these interactions, a series

of local ion density approximation models have been proposed to keep the simplicity of the

PB model intact. They are summarized in Fig. 5 above and will be briefly outlined in the

following.

2.5.2 Finite ion size corrections

In the original formulation of PB theory, ions are point-like. This means, that for stronger

fields local ion concentrations could in principle reach unphysically high values. An immedi-

ate fix to this problem is to simply give ions a finite size, which then leads to size-modified

PB (MPB) theory.180 While MPB can be derived in various ways,181 the most physically

intuitive derivation is based on a lattice model with a uniform cell size a for (solvated) ions

and solvent molecules, where each lattice site can at max hold only one particle, cf. Fig. 5.

This way, the lattice mimics short-range ion-ion repulsion and by construction does not

allow unphysically high local ion concentrations. For this model, an ion grand potential

functional can be developed using the configurational partition function of solvent molecules

and ions, and then applying a mean-field approximation.117,132,182,183 The model thus cor-

rects in a mean-field way for ion repulsions, and the kinetic energy and entropy functionals

are modified as

T MPB,ion
is = 0 (27)

SMPB,ion
is = −kB

∫ {
c+
[
ln
(
c+a

3
)
− 1
]

+ c−
[
ln
(
c−a

3
)
− 1
]

+

(
1

a3
− c+ − c−

)
ln
(
1− c+a3 − c−a3

)
+ c+ + c−

}
dr . (28)
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The ion concentrations now effectively follow a Fermi-Dirac-like statistics due to the maxi-

mum occupancy of the lattice cells

c± = c∞,ion
exp

(
∓ zφ
kBT

)
1− 2c∞,iona3 + 2c∞,iona3 cosh

(
zφ
kBT

) , (29)

with the relation between the bulk concentration and ion electrochemical potential modified

to µ̃ion,± = kBT ln
(

c∞,iona
3

1−2c∞,iona3

)
. In direct analogy to the unmodified PB case, inserting these

concentrations into the GPE of eq. (23) leads then to the so-called MPB equation, which in

turn gives the desired functional relation between electrostatic potential and electron density

and which can be solved within the KS DFT minimization as before.

The MPB ion concentration profiles converge to the PB profiles for a → 0, if the same

bulk electrochemical potential reference is used. One can easily see that this then implies a =

λ+ = λ−, i.e. within PB theory the thermal wavelength plays the same role as the ion size in

MPB theory. The two theories thus have a common algebraic origin, but a different physical

one. Indeed, in contrast to PB theory and as seen in eq. (27), the MPB model lacks an ion

kinetic energy functional. Yet, since it equally lacks a corresponding entropy contribution

from the ionic motion and with the two terms canceling each other in PB theory, the same

functional form is nevertheless recovered in both theories for the small ion size limit. Note

also that the original MPB theory, and the corresponding equations above, were developed

for equally sized cations and anions. It has since been extended to asymmetric electrolytes,

e.g. by extending the statistical lattice model with sublattices,184,185 by introducing potential-

dependent ion sizes,186 or by other means.187,188 There are also efforts to go beyond the lattice

approximation,189 deriving functional expressions from experimental equation of state data

or from equations defining atomic or molecular interactions such as closure relations to

the Ornstein-Zernicke equation, cf. Section 2.1.188,190 Notwithstanding, the resulting energy

functionals are generally still based on a local approximation for the ion density. Such local

approaches to ion-ion interactions offer generally a simple correction to PB theory for those
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situations where ions are crowded, e.g. due to strong electric fields. However, in case of strong

variations of the ion concentration profiles the description of Ωion
is [ρel] as a local functional

of ion concentrations may break down altogether. Such cases may then necessitate a more

involved non-local treatment.190

2.5.3 Ion-induced solvent structuring

One important physical effect of the ions completely omitted so far is simply the fact that

in regions with high ion concentrations few solvent molecules may reside, and if they do

they are likely highly structured around the ions. In such situations the dielectric continuum

approximation for the solvent likely breaks down and ion interactions become much more

specific than the the hitherto included mean-field electrostatics.

Accounting for this effect, Burak and Andelman191 derived a corrective short-range ionic

interaction potential contribution to the mean-field electrostatic potential from Monte Carlo

simulations. By truncating the virial expansion of the PB partition function after second

order, they were then able to derive a simple analytic expression for the free energy. Although

this direct expansion approach is of great interest for the development of improved PB-

based theories, it is less practical due to the required knowledge of the system-dependent

fluctuating short-range potential. An approach that is in this respect more in the spirit

of effective parametrized continuum models has been put forward by Bohinc, Shrestha and

May.192–194 There, they represented the additional short-range forces by a parametrized

Yukawa potential, arriving at a simple correction to PB theory. Next to this, several other

approaches have been developed in the past for which we refer the interested reader to an

extensive review on this topic.195

All of the above corrections share the fact that the resulting corrections are non-local in

the sense that solvent structure at a point in space is also influenced by the ion concentration

in its vicinity (e.g. via the aforementioned short-range potentials). A much simpler and local

variant to correct for ion-induced solvent structuring is the dielectric decrement approach,
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cf. Fig. 5. From simulations196 and various experimental works,197–200 it has been found that

the isotropic dielectric permittivity of water varies linearly with the salt concentration at

small to medium (1.5 M) salt concentrations,201

ε∞(c∞,ion) = ε∞(c∞,ion = 0) + βc∞,ion , (30)

where β is a generally negative, ion-specific dielectric decrement coefficient indicating how

easy the water structure can be polarized by the presence of salt. The equation can be also

written as a function of the local salt concentration, but importantly anionic and cationic

contributions cannot be separated without making further assumptions, due to a lack of

experimental data.201 In any case, based on this evidence for water one could simply con-

sider β as a further variable parameter and modify the dielectric function employed for the

mean-field electrostatics, cf. Section 2.3.2, to additionally depend (linearly) on the local ion

concentration. In the SLI context with aqueous electrolytes, this effective dielectric decre-

ment approach also enjoys recent popularity to model a stronger (sometimes ice-like) water

structuring in the inner DL through an accordingly reduced dielectric permittivity in that

region.202 In summary, there are thus a number of methods of varying degrees of complexity

that allow to mimic an ion-induced local structuring of the solvent around a solute. Thereby,

they extend the validity of PB or MPB approaches to higher ion concentrations, yet often

at the price of additional parameters that need to be determined.

2.5.4 Coulombic ion correlations

In the case of small ion concentrations with thus effectively large ion separations and in

strongly screening solvents like water, the mean-field interaction between the dissolved ions

assumed in PB theory is generally a good approximation. However, it may quickly break

down for solvents with smaller dielectric permittivity, for higher ion concentrations (such as

in ionic liquids203,204), or for multi-valent ions with stronger Coulomb forces.186,191,205 In these
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cases, the electrostatic force is much more non-local and fluctuating, leading for example to

the effect of overscreening at charged interfaces.206 Overscreening in the context of electrified

SLIs refers to the presence of higher amounts of counter charge in the electrolyte close to the

electrode than needed to compensate the surface charge, followed by a smaller net charge of

opposite sign to satisfy overall electroneutrality.

An account for the corresponding ion correlations requires in general field theoretical

approaches, using loop expansions, which lead to substantially more complicated expressions

than in PB theory.207,208 A promising, more approximate approach by Bazant et al. instead

leads to a simple correction of the mean-field electrostatic potential energy, cf. eq. (21), in

form of one added term205

Vnon−mf,ion
is [ρel, φ] = −

∫
ε0ε(r)

2
l2c(∇2φ)2dr , (31)

where the parameter lc represents an electrostatic correlation length. This demonstrates

nicely that the electrostatic energy is lowered due to overscreening by enhancing the curva-

ture of φ. The theory was shown to give overscreened ion distribution profiles in close agree-

ment with molecular dynamics simulations resulting in realistic estimates of the potential-

dependent capacitance compared to experimental reference data.205

2.5.5 Ion-solute interaction and Stern layer formation

PB and MPB theories as well as their extensions are usually derived without the actual

presence of the solute. Therefore, the only coupling between solute and ions is the hitherto

discussed mean-field electrostatic coupling. Just as highlighted in Section 2.4 for the pure

liquid, this neglects additional interactions between the ions and the solute that were for the

solvent summarized in the Ωnon−el
is [ρel] term in eq. (2). A prominent such non-electrostatic

correction for the ions would be an additional repulsive contribution which prevents ions to

approach the solute too closely. In protic solvents, the formation of a corresponding ion-free
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solvent region called Stern layer is for instance a consequence of the large size of the hydrated

cations.

Figure 6: Creation of an ion-free Stern layer around a molecular solute. Compared
is the solvation environment around the center of mass (COM) of naphthalene in a 2.18M
NaCl solution as obtained from explicit molecular dynamics simulations209 (dashed lines) and
with a Stern-layer corrected implicit MPB model (solid lines). Data in red represents the
spherically-averaged radial distribution function (RDF) of the oxygen atoms in the explicit
water solvent (gH2O) and the corresponding spherically-averaged dielectric function ε for
the implicit model. Data in black are the spherically-averaged RDF for the ions and the
corresponding ion-exclusion function αion. Both the onset of the solute solvation shell and the
radial Stern layer shift of the ionic distribution are rather well reproduced. To better grasp
the involved scales, two dotted vertical lines illustrate the radial distance to the molecule
COM as shown in the top view in the inset. Adapted with permission from ref. 120, American
Institute of Physics (AIP).

Most straightforwardly, this kind of physics can be implemented by an additional repul-

sion potential added on top of the mean-field potential. Alternatively, the repulsion potential

can simply be expressed as an exclusion function αion,± = e
−
φ
rep
±
kBT for cations and anions, re-

spectively. The exclusion function prevents the ions from approaching the solute to a certain

distance,132 similar to the dielectric shape function controlling the solvent’s place of closest

approach (see ref. 132 for a full derivation following the statistical lattice approach). This
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leads to a modified set of ion concentration functions, which for the case of a +z/-z electrolyte

read

c± = c∞,ionαion,±[ρel]
exp

(
∓ zφ
kBT

)
1− 2c∞,iona3 + 2c∞,iona3αion,±[ρel] cosh

(
zφ
kBT

) . (32)

For the sake of convenience the functional form for αion,± can be chosen identical to the

dielectric shape function sρel , to vary in between 0 in the ion-free region and 1 in the ion-

contained electrolyte region, yet with a different cutoff parameter that can be individually

tuned.120 This simplified model was shown to be able to account for short ranged ion-

solute interactions, at the price of the additional cutoff and shape parameters. As detailed

in Section 2.6, a careful tuning of these parameters to reproduce molecular experimental

reference data yields a plot like in Fig. 6, which nicely illustrates the achieved creation of

an ion-free Stern layer close to the solute with an extent and location that agrees well with

the results of molecular dynamics simulations with explicit solvent. Below, we will refer to

a MPB model that additionally provides such a Stern-layer functionality as S-MPB model.

2.5.6 Planar counter charge models

All the ion models presented so far are based on diffuse layer theory, essentially assuming

mobile gas like ions that migrate and equilibrate in a mean-field potential. While these more

physical approaches are most valuable for a general treatment of solvation, the aforemen-

tioned, much simpler PCC approach to place rigid ions into the supercell, cf. Fig. 5, is of

particular interest and convenience for the context of planar SLIs. As further discussed in

Section 3.4 below, its primary purpose is to introduce a counter charge distribution that

exactly compensates a net charge of the electrode to achieve an overall charge-neutral su-

percell. As the name says, this ionic counter charge distribution is simply modeled as a

smoothed out Gaussian charge plane.172 The advantage of this method is that the ionic

charges can be freely shifted in space, thereby providing some flexibility, e.g. in modeling
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asymmetric DFT supercells with only one slab side exposed to the electrolyte. Physically,

the PCC model resembles if at all the situation in the inner DL, where the ions are assumed

to be highly crowded. In dominantly studied aqueous electrolytes, the obvious crudeness of

this approach is fortunately to some extent remedied by the strong screening capabilities of

the polar solvent, which renders the DL potential drop less sensitive to the exact location of

the ions.

2.6 Parametrization

As apparent from the presentation so far, implicit solvation methodologies come invariably

with a set of (in principle system-dependent) parameters, and it is these parameters that

crucially determine the accuracy of this highly effective approach to solvation. To recap

the previous sections, parameters arise generally in the functional expressions accounting

for electrostatic, non-electrostatic and ionic contributions. In the standard linear, local and

isotropic dielectric formulation of the electrostatic contribution, parameters are needed to

define the location of the solvation cavity, or additionally the dielectric transition region. As

discussed in Section 2.3.2, these can be atomic radii in the case of spatially parametrized

dielectric functions, or iso-values of the electron density in the density-dependent case. The

non-electrostatic energy functional also gives rise to a varying number of parameters that

depends strongly on the models of choice. If the models separately account for cavitation,

dispersion or repulsion, quite a large number of parameters can quickly arise. In contrast,

the simplified SCCS model of Andreussi et al.129 lumps all of this into just two parameters

that scale the solvation cavity volume and surface. Lastly, the ionic energy functional comes

with its own number of parameters to express deviations from the PB theoretical description.

These can either be the introduction of a finite ion size parameter, a parameter to describe the

Stern layer and thus solute-ion interactions, or parameters to describe ion-solvent interactions

in form of a dielectric decrement.

Depending on the model complexity and the way it considers these various contributions,
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a largely different total number of parameters can result. This number can range from

just four in the minimal SCCS model129 to 64 parameters in the popular SMD model.210

These parameters may then be determined to give an optimum account of maybe only a

single solvent/solute combination, maybe a particular solvent (e.g. water in the case of the

SCCS model), or aiming at maximum transferability for a whole range of solvents (as in the

SMD case). At the same time, due to the fitting procedure, there is always the possibility

of some degree of error cancellation, when for instance the non-electrostatic contributions

compensate for some of the shortcomings of the DFT functional itself.131 A key question is

thus, to which degree the use of parameters can improve the physics and transferability of the

implicit solvation model. This question relates directly to the size, quality and information

content of the available training data to which parameters can be fitted.

In principle, training data should be selected that is as close as possible to the intended

application, in this case SLIs, or if possible even electrified SLIs. Unfortunately and as fur-

ther discussed in Chapter 3, experimental reference data is very rarely available for these

systems, and if it is, it is often not suited for the parametrization of a microscopic solvation

model. The main reason for this is that at SLIs various other effects overlap with pure solva-

tion contributions as we will see in the next chapter below. In contrast, molecular solvation

data is much more widely available, at least for water as a solvent. Therefore, many implicit

solvation studies on SLIs have adapted parameters that have originally been derived from

a parametrization to such molecular data. This is not only critical from the viewpoint of

the largely different chemistries, involving solutes composed of light organic elements in one

case and extended electrodes composed of heavy transition metals in the other. There are

also practical problems that arise not least from the different dimensionality of the prob-

lem. For instance and as outlined in Section 2.4.2 above, non-electrostatic contributions

can be expressed as a function of the volume of the solvation cavity, which in turn is not

defined for extended interfaces. Such issues have led to the formulation of functional expres-

sions that only involve quantities compatible with SLIs. In the mentioned example, this is a
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non-electrostatic model that only considers the cavity surface and not the volume.129,131 Nev-

ertheless, also such models are then re-parametrized using the existing molecular databases.

The performance of the cavity-surface model was there found to be similar to the original one

including the cavity volume. While this suggests that a parametrization of SLI-compatible

models is possible, it still does not tell how well the molecular parameters will transfer to

the SLI context and we will come back to this issue in the next chapter.

Table 1: Databases containing experimentally measured solvation energies of
molecular solutes at room temperature. C = charged, N = neutral, W = water,
NAQ = no-aqueous solvents, IL = ionic liquids, T = temperature dependence. The numbers
were extracted from the respective databases directly. The Wang database is to a large part
constructed from the FreeSolv database. *Only solvation energies evaluated at 25±2◦C have
been considered, while the number in brackets refers to the complete number of solvent-solute
combinations for which at least one temperature data is available.

Database # Solvents # Solutes # Hydration # NAQ solv.
energies energies

FreeSolv (v0.51)211 1 (W) 643N 643 0
Wang212 1 (W) 668N 668 0

Rizzo-DGHYD213 1 (W) 538N/52C 603 0
Kelly214 1 (W) 106C 106 0

MNSol (v2.0)215 106 (W,NAQ) 662N 389 2648
Solv@TUM (v1.0)119,216,217 145 (NAQ) 658N 0 5952

CompSol218 732 (W,NAQ,IL,T) 863N 397 (581*) 3786 (13386*)

If one accepts that the parametrization is done with molecular data, the next obvious

questions are which and how much of such data is available, how diverse the database is

in terms of a wide range of molecular chemistries and whether the tabulated quantities are

in fact really suited for the parametrization at hand. In the long, independent history of

molecular solvation modeling, these questions have been satisfactorily addressed through the

built-up of databases of primarily experimental solvation free energies. As apparent from

Table 1, these databases are indeed sizable and partly contain data for a wide variety of

solvents. Out of these, the Minnesota solvation (MNSol) database215 was among the first to

provide experimental solvation energies of a wide range of over 600 neutral organic molecules

in over 100 different solvents. Over the years, this database has been extended and various
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other databases have appeared. The FreeSolv211 database is currently the largest collection

of neutral molecule solvation free energies in water (then called hydration energies). It

consists of over 600 entries and should thus allow a meaningful parametrization even of more

complex models.

Within the implicit solvation framework defined in this review, a molecular solvation free

energy is calculated as

∆Gsolv = ΩNα
ε∞=solv[ρ◦el]− ΩNα

ε∞=1[ρ
◦
el] , (33)

where the two grand potential terms correspond to the solute in the solvent and the so-

lute in vacuum, at their respective (generally different) ground state electronic densities ρ◦el.

Note that it is awkward to see a free energy on the left hand side of the equation, and

a difference of grand potential energies on the right hand side. We here simply attest to

the fact that (measurable) solvation free energies are generally seen as a property of the

full (macroscopic) system and not of the grand-canonical sub-system technically employed

in the calculations. Starting our survey of model performance with the ubiquitous solvent

water, implicit solvation models trained by these molecular databases can typically predict

hydration energies with a mean absolute error (MAE) between 0.6 kcal/mol (large parame-

ter space models like SMD210 or SM8133) up to 1.2 kcal/mol (small parameter space models

like the SCCS model129). In general, though, these numbers are difficult to compare, since

rarely the same set of training and test molecules have been used, see e.g. ref. 219 for a

notable exception. Nevertheless, it generally seems that standard implicit solvation mod-

els have had a hard time to decrease the accuracy below about 0.5 kcal/mol, which could

thus somehow mark what can realistically be expected at such high level of coarse grain-

ing. Recent reports of ground-breaking 0.14 kcal/mol MAEs220 with new machine-learned

implicit solvation models have thus also to be seen in light of the actual accuracy of the

underlying experimental data. Different solvation databases have been found to have an

error of up to 0.25 kcal/mol relative to each other,119,218 which agrees with the experimental

error that is estimated for solvation energies of neutral solutes based on measured partition
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coefficients.119,221 Too highly parametrized models could therefore run the risk of overfitting

of experimental errors. A connected problem is the occurrence of solutes in the training

set which are reactive in solution. The optimized SCCS model was, for example, found to

perform well for most molecular components, apart from carbonic acids and amines. These

are precisely those compounds which are mostly present in solution in their dissociated form

at associated vastly different solvation energy. This highlights the importance of a careful

curation of the reference databases.
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Figure 7: Number of solvation energy entries (“training set size”) per non-aqueous
solvent in the three largest corresponding experimental databases. The solvents
are sorted according to their largest training set size in all of the three databases. Training
set sizes below 50 are prone to significant overfitting errors, in particular if the solutes are
not homogeneously distributed over the chemical space.

Next to the simulation of aqueous solvation, also non-aqueous solvents are of high im-

portance for electrochemistry, such as e.g. for lithium ion batteries222 or the electrocatalytic

reduction of CO2.
223 As shown in Table 1, the Solv@TUM database119,216,217 currently has

the largest total collection of non-aqueous solvation energies of neutral organic molecules,
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but this does not tell how large a training set is available for each individual non-aqueous sol-

vent. Figure 7 correspondingly compares the MNSol, Solv@TUM and COMPSOL databases

regarding this amount of available solvation energies for each non-aqueous solvent. It is ap-

parent that for most of these solvents the databases actually contain less than 50 solvation

free energy entries. As pointed out by Hille et al.,119 such small training set sizes for the

implicit solvation model can result in significant overfitting of the data. This would likely

reduce the transferability even for those implicit solvation models that have only a few fitting

parameters. Unfortunately, the situation is even worsened by an often low chemical diversity

of the organic solutes contained in these small test sets, which may further lead to bias in

the achieved parametrization.119 These issues provide a motivation especially for smallest

parameter space implicit solvation models that rather trade quantitative accuracy with a

somewhat robust extrapolation outside of the small training regime. As we will elaborate

further in Chapter 3 below, this objective fits actually very well with the realization that

the primary value of implicit solvation modeling at SLIs is presently more the provision of a

counter-charge model than the actual account of solvation effects. Within this perspective, a

recent reformulation was able to reduce the parameter space of the SCCS model to a single

non-electrostatic parameter, while still resulting in a reasonably accurate prediction of sol-

vation free energies for most solvents.119 This one parameter can furthermore be estimated

from the solvent bulk dielectric permittivity, enabling the prediction of solvation free energies

for arbitrary solvents with known permittivity.

The problem of small training set sizes becomes even more critical when transitioning

to solvation free energies of charged solutes. Estimating the solvation energy of ions is a

key challenge of high priority, as charged systems appear constantly as reactants or reaction

intermediates in electrochemistry,224 but also e.g. in bio-225 or organic chemistry.226 The

solvation energy of dissociated acids for example is important for the estimation of the acid

dissociation constant,227 or the solvation energy of charged redox species for the calculation

of redox potentials.228 Due to their large electrostatic stabilization, charged solutes exhibit
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solvation energies that are an order of magnitude larger than the ones of neutral solutes.

However, the experimental measurement of single molecule ionic solvation energies requires

thermodynamic cycles and the knowledge of the absolute solvation free energy of an arbitrary

reference ion, usually a proton.214,229,230 Especially, the latter has been found to be prone to

errors up to 2 kcal/mol.214 Nevertheless, various attempts have been made to parameterize

implicit solvation models to ionic solvation data, as e.g. the Rizzo-DGHYD database213 con-

taining 52 solvation energies of cations and anions. In using this database for parametrizing

the SCCS model, Dupont et al. found substantially different cavity parameters for anions,

cations and neutral molecules,139 which one would generally avoid for the modeling of SLIs

with a varying charge state depending on the applied potential. This issue may be due

to two drawbacks of the original SCCS approach. First, relying on the electron density to

define the dielectric function, cf. Section 2.3.2, means that anions show significantly larger

cavities compared to cations and neutral molecules at comparable density iso-values.131,135

Furthermore, SCCS does not account for explicit solvent-solute correlation, which becomes

significant in the case of high fields near localized charges. As noted above, electric field

corrected dielectric functions have shown promise to go beyond this limitation.138,140

Next, in an attempt to increase the training data for implicit solvation models, the Comp-

Sol database has recently been published adding further quantities beyond the traditional

solvation free energies at standard state. These are mainly temperature-dependent solvation

free energies and solvation energies in ionic liquids. In terms of solvation energy entries,

this database is now by far the largest. In order to make full use of it though, the implicit

solvation model actually has to be able to somehow account for the additional physics in this

data. Indeed, temperature-dependent solvation data could provide an additional constraint

on the functional form of electrostatic, cavity or dispersion energy contributions, all of which

could in principle depend on the temperature.231–233 While some implicit solvation models

incorporating temperature effects have been communicated,234 these have not found their

way into widespread use to date.
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As a final point, we note that all of the databases discussed above focus on solvation free

energies for vanishing ionic concentrations in the solvent. They are thus not suited for the

determination of the ionic parameters appearing in electrolyte models that go beyond the

plain PB approach. Ionic parameters suffer therefore presently from the highest scarcity of

reference data. One remedy is to realize that finite salt concentrations are known to alter the

solvation free energy of neutral solutes in aqueous solution nearly linearly. This is described

by the so-called Setchenow equation235,236

∆Gsolv(c∞,ion)−∆Gsolv(0) = ks
kBT

log10(e)
c∞,ion , (34)

with the Setchenow coefficient ks and e the electronic charge as a positive value. From tabu-

lated Setchenow coefficients, one can estimate that a 1 M ion concentration in the electrolyte

decreases solvation free energies by 0.1-0.3 kcal/mol, where the dominating effect is the en-

ergy penalty to create the ionic cavity.120 Such apparently small changes to the solvation free

energies can still have critical consequences, at least if one thinks of biochemistry where they

are known to induce protein folding. Accounting for these changes may also be key in fitting

implicit models to experimental solvation data with possibly finite salt concentrations. In

this respect, tabulated Setchenow coefficients actually represent a direct way to determine

the ionic parameters of the implicit solvation model. Ringe et al. used such a database of

experimentally tabulated Setchenow coefficients to optimize the electron density cutoff that

controls the ionic cutoff function α±ion using an SCCS/S-MPB model.120 This density cutoff

was found to be correlated with the hydration number of the ions in the solution, showing

that the parametrized model was able to predict ion-specific hydration effects for neutral

molecules.

To recapitulate, most contemporary implicit solvation models applied to the simulation

of SLIs tend to use parameters derived from molecular solvation databases as a basis. While

the actual transferability of these parameters to the SLI context is still unclear, there is
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generally at least sufficient molecular experimental reference data available to achieve a co-

herent parametrization for water as a predominant solvent also in interfacial electrocatalysis

applications. The situation worsens quickly for non-aqueous solvents and is critical for ionic

parameters. While this sets a perspective for the complexity of implicit solvation modeling

one can aspire to, it clearly shows that even in the context of molecular solvation there is

still room for improvement through the establishment of larger and chemically more diverse

reference data bases including entries beyond standard state solvation free energies.

2.7 Implicit solvation implementations in DFT program packages

As we have shown in the previous sections, a wide variety of implicit solvation methodologies

exist and it is their recent implementation into DFT program packages that can also deal

with extended surfaces (e.g. through the use of periodic boundary condition supercells) that

has enabled such kind of modeling for the SLI context at all.

Table 2 shows a compilation of the implicit solvation methods and features that have been

implemented into various state-of-the-art, periodic and non-periodic DFT program packages

at the time of submission of this article. It clearly shows a tendency of predominant use

of local, linear and isotropic dielectric models. All-electron DFT packages traditionally use

sharp apparent surface charge (ASC) models, cf. Section 2.3.2, instead of smooth dielectric

models. This is partly due their logarithmic integration grid structure to resolve localized

core basis functions, which makes the solution of the GPE or PBE over the whole computa-

tional domain numerically difficult. ASC models have been implemented also in connection

with the LPB equation to simulate simplified SLIs.237 Among all these realizations of im-

plicit solvation models, FHI-aims has been the first all-electron DFT package implementing a

smooth dielectric response model (SCCS129), extended by an advanced Stern-layer and ionic

size (lattice model) corrected PB (S-MPB) ion representation.120,130,132 It also introduced

an efficient Newton solver linearizing the S-MPB equation,130 which has recently also been

adapted by other DFT packages.25 Q-Chem is an interesting alternative, in particular for
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non-equilibrium (frequency-dependent dielectric function) solvation calulations or heteroge-

neously structured dielectrica (e.g. solvation at vacuum-water or liquid-liquid interfaces) via

ASC methods. Q-Chem has also recently implemented the smooth dielectric S-MPB model

to support modeling of electrolytes.238

The so far discussed program packages are ideal for the simulation of electrochemistry of

finite-size nanoparticles. The implicit solvation simulation of extended metallic electrodes,

realized by supercells with periodic boundary conditions, has been made available in several

ASC schemes, implemented in CRYSTAL,239 GAUSSIAN240 and Dmol3.241 However, this

domain is clearly dominated by pseudo-potential and then mostly plane-wave based DFT

program packages, with their efficient Fourier-transform algorithms for periodic systems.

Here, QUANTUM ESPRESSO172 and JDFTx21 are presently the clear leaders with most ad-

vanced implementations of solvation and ion models. In addition, QUANTUM ESPRESSO

provides most sophisticated correction schemes for removing periodic boundary condition in

the normal direction of the surface slab to avoid artificial slab-slab interactions.242,243 VASP,

arguably the most popular DFT code in the theoretical electrochemistry community, provides

so far only basic implicit solvation functionality, but at least also a LPB solver which pro-

vides counter charges and then allows simulations of charged interfaces.178 As pointed out in

recent works, the use of VASP requires special care though due to the not self-explanatory

shifting of the electrostatic potential and also problems with the dipolar slab correction

which is supposed to correct slab-slab interactions across periodic boundaries.24,244,245 Other

packages, such as GPAW,202 ONETEP246 and BIGDFT247 have recently also reported the

required implementations for S-MPB based implicit solvation models and should thus also

be valid options for future modeling of electrified interfaces.
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3 Implicit solvation models applied to electrified SLIs

3.1 Ab initio thermodynamics framework

Having established all methodological ingredients to implicit solvation schemes in Chapter 2,

we now proceed to discuss their application in the context of electrified SLIs, and in particu-

lar at metal electrodes. Already in the introduction we had motivated that SLI applications

presently focus predominantly on thermodynamic quantities, but that the actual DFT super-

cell typically only represents a grand-canonical sub-system in equilibrium with the general

and electrochemical environment. In order to evaluate the true thermodynamics in SLI ap-

plications, it is therefore generally not sufficient to consider the hitherto discussed grand

potential functional ΩNα [ρel] = F [ρel] + Ωis[ρel], cf. eq. (1a). This grand potential accounts

for the exchange of all implicitly treated solvent particles and ions with their reservoirs and

does therefore already depend on the electrochemical environment. However, this is only

for one fixed chemical composition Nα of the explicitly, and thus DFT-described part of the

system. To capture the full thermodynamics appropriately, we therefore would formally need

to extend this to a modified total grand potential functional

Ω̃[ρel] = Ω〈Nα〉[ρel]−
∑
α

µ̃α〈Nα〉 , (35)

which additionally accounts for the possible exchange of all explicitly treated chemical species

α of charge qα with their corresponding reservoirs described through their electrochemical

potentials324

µ̃α = µα + qαφ . (36)

Full minimization of this total grand potential functional would then yield the average par-

ticle number 〈Nα〉 of each explicitly described species at equilibrium.

Depending on the application at hand, it is typically convenient to distinguish sub-
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groups among these explicit chemical species. Frequently, one considers substrate atoms of

the (metal) electrode with chemical potentials µsub, neutral solvent species j with chemical

potentials µsolv,j (e.g. water molecules in aqueous solvents), ions i of the electrolyte with

electrochemical potential µ̃ions,i and electrons with electrochemical potential µ̃el, with the

latter indeed also just another chemical species in the thermodynamic sense. To this end,

the electrocatalysis context and the use of an implicit solvation model dictate utmost care and

add severe challenges in establishing a fully consistent set of corresponding electrochemical

potentials. For one, the same chemical species might exist in both explicit and implicit parts

of the system. This applies notably to mixed explicit/implicit models, where the inner DL

is (partly) included in the DFT-treated part of the system. A common example are ice-like

rigid water layers244,325–329 to approximate the Helmholtz layer structure at metal electrodes

in aqueous solutions.31,33,35,36 For such systems, inconsistencies between the µsolv,j or µ̃ion,i

employed in the explicit minimization of eq. (35) and the one of the implicit electrolyte

model could connect an erroneous free energy gain to the exchange of in principle equivalent

explicit particles with implicitly described ones, or vice versa. If one indeed performed

the full formal minimization of eq. (35), this would then for instance spuriously favor to

either describe the entire solvent in the DFT supercell explicitly or implicitly. A further

challenge comes from surface chemical reactions, which can again not only convert explicitly

and implicitly described species into another, but which in the electrocatalysis context in

fact often involve the interconversion of species commonly assigned to different sub-groups.

A prominent example would be protonation reaction steps, where a (charged) proton from

the electrolyte and an electron end up forming part of a (neutral) reaction intermediate

specifically adsorbed at the electrode.

The ongoing struggle to achieve such consistent sets of electrochemical potentials, in par-

ticular within the confines of present-day implicit solvation models, is one central reason,

why contemporary works dodge the formal full minimization of the total grand potential of

eq. (35). A second crucial one concerns the intractability of the concomitant configurational
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sampling and thermodynamic averaging. Such sampling obviously would have to include

all possible structures and chemical compositions of the SLI, a task that in particular due

to the possibility of strong operando changes of working (electro)catalysts is generally as

unfeasible as it is in thermal surface catalysis.13 In fact, electrocatalysis adds an additional

level of complexity by the existence of charged species α (ions or electrons). If the SLI model

contained in the DFT supercell does not account for the contribution of the diffuse DL to

the full compensating counter charge, then as highlighted in Chapter 1 this would imply

the necessity to extend the sampling also over different overall charge states of the DFT

supercell. However, in order to achieve an appropriate description of the extended inter-

face and the metallic band structure of the electrode, DFT implementations predominantly

employ periodic boundary conditions. This, for technical reasons, generally restricts such

calculations to overall charge-neutral supercells and would thus prevent any such sampling of

different supercell charge states. As already alluded to at several occasions, it is specifically

the versatility with which implicit electrolyte models allow to include ionic counter charges

into the DFT supercell that addresses this problem and we will discuss this in more detail

in Section 3.4. Even if the grand-canonical sampling involved in the formal minimization

of eq. (35) can then be restricted to overall charge-neutral supercells, it is still generally

impractical to perform this sampling simultaneously for the number of electrons and explicit

particle species. This has to do with the predominantly canonical ansatz for the electron

DOFs of major DFT packages (JDFTx23 and very recently also ONETEP330 forming rare

exceptions). Rather than adjusting the electron number as to grand canonically equilibrate

with an imposed electron electrochemical potential (in electrochemistry given by the applied

electrode potential), this ansatz imposes a fixed electron number Nel—with the µ̃el to which

this refers to then an outcome of the calculation. While not least the coupling to a poten-

tiostat can still allow to indirectly determine the electron number that matches an applied

electrode potential, cf. Section 3.5, this is in general technically better not mixed with a

simultaneous adaption of the chemical composition Nα of the DFT calculation.
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For these multiple reasons, the prevalent approach in first-principles based SLI works

with implicit solvation is to use an ab initio thermodynamics framework as also widespread

in thermal surface catalysis research.13 Instead of the full minimization of the total grand

potential functional of eq. (35), such a framework considers a total grand potential functional

at a fixed chemical composition Nα of the DFT-described part,

Ω̃Nα [ρel] = ΩNα [ρel]−
∑
α

µ̃αNα . (37)

This Ω̃Nα [ρel] is then evaluated and minimized individually for different trial chemical com-

positions Nα and geometric structures of the SLI, where we recall that the latter is in-

cluded through the Born-Oppenheimer parametric dependence of the involved quantum-

mechanical free energy functional F [ρel] on the positions {Rα} of the explicitly treated

species, cf. eq. (1a). Subsequently, comparison of the resulting free energies for the individual

candidate structures and compositions allows to conclude on their relative thermodynamic

stability. In fact, the true equilibrium SLI structure and composition will yield a minimum

such free energy, and with the exception of the neglected fluctuations around this equilibrium

(contained in 〈Nα〉 in eq. (35)) this free energy will be the same as the one one would also

obtain from the full formal minimization of Ω̃[ρel].

This ab initio thermodynamics approach is highly convenient. Not least, as there are no

additional force terms beyond those already arising in the consideration of ΩNα [ρel]. This

allows to straightforwardly perform geometry optimizations or structural sampling through

molecular dynamics, if only the employed DFT code has an implemented implicit solvent

model to evaluate ΩNα [ρel] and associated force terms. This ease is treacherous though, as

the obtained relaxed structure and sampled ensemble is, of course, restricted to the once

fixed chemical composition. Likely even more consequential, all chemical sampling is now

outsourced to the trialNα explicitly tested. In other words, while the full formal minimization

of Ω̃[ρel] will yield the true equilibrium SLI structure and composition by construction, any
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evaluation of Ω̃Nα [ρel] will only allow to conclude that among all compositions Nα (and

corresponding structures {Rα}) explicitly tested, the one that yields the minimum free

energy is the closest approximant to the true SLI structure and composition within the

configurational space spanned by the trial structures and compositions.

This kind of ”poor man’s sampling” is not only critical because of the human bias possibly

introduced in the selection of trial structures and compositions. This is a problem that is

generic to the described ab initio thermodynamics framework and we will not further discuss

it here. More specific to the electrified SLIs and implicit solvation context is instead that

also the fixed-composition total grand potential functional Ω̃Nα [ρel] still depends on the

bulk electrochemical potentials. Inconsistencies in these references will therefore also in

general sensitively affect the relative stabilities of trial structures and compositions, and

the corresponding conclusion on the closest equilibrium approximant. However, evaluation

of Ω̃Nα [ρel] in mindfully chosen configurational sub-spaces, e.g. in the simplest case just

different structures of the same chemical composition, can ease or even entirely lift these

dependencies. Furthermore, with the focus typically on free energy differences as discussed in

Section 2.2, further error cancellation might be exploited by taking these differences already

for the individual trial candidates, rather than only after performing the corresponding two

full minimizations. As we will see in Section 3.5, this is prominently exploited in performing

so-called constant-charge rather than constant-potential calculations. In this respect, the

pragmatic focus on the fixed-composition total grand potential Ω̃Nα [ρel] can provide highly

useful insight and can circumvent issues that within the context of present-day implicit

solvation models and DFT calculations would render a formal full minimization of Ω̃[ρel]

largely useless—even if it could be achieved practically.

This tight integration of implicit solvation models into the ab initio thermodynamics

framework has advantages and disadvantages. On the negative side, it is often difficult to

judge how well an employed implicit model really describes solvation effects at the electrified

interface, as the computed thermodynamic quantities may also be affected by specificities
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of the ab initio thermodynamics ansatz. This has, not least, bearings on the parametriza-

tion issues of present-day implicit solvation schemes, as many of the quantities commonly

measured in contemporary SLI electrochemistry can simply not be used to assess, advance

or re-parametrize existing implicit solvation models. On the positive side, implicit solvation

capabilities like the representation of counter charges within the DFT supercell are actu-

ally central to overcome some of the ab initio thermodynamics limitations—and this may in

fact turn out to be even more relevant conceptually than the originally intended (and likely

quite crude) account of the solvation effects per se. In the following sections we will further

illustrate these various aspects. We will begin with specific thermodynamic quantities that

are least affected by the ab initio thermodynamics framework (and its limitations) and thus

most sensitive to the implicit solvation modeling itself, and then gradually move over to

quantities where the two approaches get increasingly intertwined.

3.2 Potential of zero charge

The potential of zero charge (PZC) and thermodynamic quantities evaluated at the PZC are

a natural starting point for this survey. The PZC is generally defined as the applied electrode

potential at which there is no excess charge at the metal electrode.324,331 Within the scope

of this review, this implies that all electrolyte counter charges in the DL vanish, cf. Fig. 1.

The DFT supercell is thus charge neutral and any corresponding restrictions in sampling the

optimum charge state of ΩNα [ρel] do not apply. If we furthermore concentrate on the PZC

of the pristine metal electrode and assume for the moment that the known structure and

composition of the latter is not changed e.g. by any specific adsorption of electrolyte species

(as most likely fulfilled at unreactive coinage metals), then there is neither any chemical

composition sampling issue, nor do we have to worry about any of the (electro)chemical

potentials of explicit ions, solvent or electrode species. When aiming for a comparison

with experimental values, we still have to define an appropriate reference for the electron

electrochemical potential and in this respect even this simple application example provides
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already a manifestation of the subtle issues related with the definition of a consistent set of

electrochemical potentials and their references when using implicit solvation models.

Let us henceforth generally denote electrode potentials on the absolute scale (i.e. versus

vacuum reference ΦE,vac = 0) with ΦE and correspondingly an experimentally measured PZC

on this scale with ΦE,PZC. Then we can exploit that eΦE,PZC with e the (positive) elementary

charge corresponds identically to the work function of the metal immersed in solution.332,333

In a periodic, canonical gas-surface DFT supercell calculation with a slab model representing

the surface, the work function vs. vacuum is conveniently computed as e(φF − φvac). Here,

φF is the electron Fermi level, which in the canonical calculation equals the DFT-internal

electron chemical potential and is as mentioned before an outcome of the DFT calculation

once self-consistency is achieved. φvac is the DFT-internal vacuum potential, which one

approximately obtains as the position of the average electrostatic potential in the middle of

the vacuum region between the (periodically repeating) slabs. If this vacuum region in the

supercell is now filled with implicit solvent, one would think that the same difference would

directly yield the PZC. Unfortunately, this is not the case, as this difference only accounts

for bringing the electron to the bulk of the implicit solvent. What is thus missing to be

able to align to the experimental absolute scale, is the potential difference between implicit

solvent and vacuum.

The corresponding potential drop at say a water-vacuum interface can in principle be

determined from higher-level explicit simulations.329,334–336 However, this drop differs sub-

stantially from the required implicit water-vacuum drop,329 as the average electrostatic inner

potential of bulk water that dominates the prior drop334 vanishes in implicit models. Alterna-

tively, one might argue that due to the vanishing polarization at implicit-vacuum interfaces,

the missing potential difference might actually be small.334 While this seems indeed sup-

ported by a recent study,329 it is still not a firm basis for a quantitative alignment. Similar

alignment issues arise equally for other experimental referencing scales like the predominantly

employed standard hydrogen electrode (SHE) for aqueous environments. By and large, this
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then presently prevents the desirable direct comparison of computed and measured PZC val-

ues for different electrodes as an accuracy test of the implicit solvent model (and specifically

its parametrization).

Rather than actually assessing the performance of the implicit solvation description, the

comparison to measured PZCs is therefore instead employed to empirically fit the unknown

implicit solvent-vacuum potential drop125,313 or to re-parametrize the implicit solvent model

to effectively match an experimental PZC, e.g. for Pt electrodes.26,337 To this end, it has

to be emphasized though that in such procedures experimental data needs often to be re-

referenced from a reference electrode scale to the absolute scale, e.g. using the absolute SHE

potential,332 which in itself introduces quite some uncertainties on the experimental numbers.

Notwithstanding, since the implicit solvent-vacuum potential drop is solvent-specific, but

electrode independent, useful insight into the performance of the implicit solvation model

can still be obtained from relative PZCs, i.e. PZC trends over different electrodes.
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Figure 8: Relative trend of PZC values as obtained in experiments and implicit
solvent calculations. Experimental PZCs for the low-index surfaces of Ag, Cu, Au and Pt
(gray line) are on the absolute scale and taken as averages of literature data compiled in the
SI of ref. 26. Calculated PZCs are arbitrarily aligned to the experimental PZC of Au(111)
and taken from refs. 26 (red) and 313 (blue).

A corresponding comparison with experimental data in water is shown in Fig. 8 and
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reveals that even the fully implicit models employed in the corresponding studies capture

this trend qualitatively, if not semi-quantitatively. As also apparent from Fig. 8, experi-

mental absolute PZCs are consistently smaller than the corresponding vacuum work func-

tions.324,333,338–340 In Fig. 8 the computed PZC values were arbitrarily aligned to the exper-

imental PZC of Au(111) to illustrate the trend behavior, so that from there no conclusion

can be drawn in how much implicit solvation models can reproduce this reduction. However,

if the implicit water-vacuum drop is indeed small, then one can indeed show that they would

effectively yield this reduction, albeit likely only on a quantitatively smaller scale.26,313,341,342

This is actually surprising, since the reduction originates in reality mainly from finite charge

transfer from water molecules in the inner DL and a concomitant polarization within the

first ∼ 4 Å away from the metal surface.56,343,344 Outliers to the captured trend in the PZCs,

e.g. the larger offset for Pt visible in Fig. 8, have been ascribed to an increased interfacial

charge transfer that can no longer be mimicked by the implicit solvation model.56 However,

for more reactive surfaces one also has to keep in mind that experimental PZCs can not

least be influenced by specifically adsorbed electrolyte ions.331,345 If the calculations were

repeated for a corresponding chemical composition Nα including such ions, the agreement

might thus improve. However, in general, this uncertainty is nothing but a consequence of

the ”poor man’s sampling” in ab initio thermodynamics, which requires the explicit testing

of different such chemical compositions Nα, rather than yielding the true equilibrium one as

an outcome of the theory.

3.3 Computational hydrogen electrode

Many of the thermodynamic quantities that are of central interest in electrocatalysis concern

energetics. Take the surface free energy as a measure of the stability of the catalyst surface,

or adsorption free energies as central to the surface thermochemistry (or within Brønsted-

Evans-Polanyi relationships346–348 even indicative of the reaction kinetics). Computing or

evaluating such energetic quantities within the ab initio thermodynamics framework de-
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scribed in Section 3.1 almost invariably involves comparing the relative stability of interface

configurations with different chemical composition Nα. Next to the electron electrochemical

potential referencing issues discussed in the preceding section, this then also puts the elec-

trochemical potentials of particle species α like explicitly described ions, solvent molecules or

electrode constituents on the agenda. In addition, the energetic quantities are typically not

only required at the PZC, which could then bring up first trouble with the charge restriction

of prevalent periodic boundary DFT supercell implementations.

Let us exemplify this general problem in this section for the simple case of hydrogen

adsorption (formally better proton electrosorption) in an aqueous environment. A pertinent

thermodynamic quantity to compute for this case is the adsorption free energy. Within the

ab initio thermodynamics ansatz this is suitably defined as an applied-potential dependent

difference of fixed-composition total grand potential energies before and after the adsorption,

∆Gads,Nα
H (ΦE) = Ω̃Nα,H[ρ◦el,H(ΦE)]− Ω̃Nα [ρ◦el(ΦE)] . (38)

Here, Nα summarizes the entire chemical composition of the electrode, which we assume to

be unchanged upon adsorption apart from the additional proton (H nucleus). For simplicity

of notation, we consider here only one proton per supercell, even though one would in the

implicit solvation context practically prefer symmetric slab setups with adsorption of one

proton per surface and thus two protons per supercell. Obviously, within the employed

periodic boundary conditions adsorption of this proton per supercell corresponds as always

effectively to some finite coverage, but this does not matter for our present argument. Note

also that similarly as in Section 2.6 we again attest to the fact that (measurable) adsorption

free energies are generally seen as a property of the full (macroscopic) system and not of

the grand-canonical sub-system technically employed in the calculations, which is why we

denote them as free energies even though they are computed here as a difference of grand

potential energies.
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Each fixed-composition total grand potential energy in eq. (38) is evaluated at its opti-

mized equilibrium electron density. Due to the presence of the additional H nucleus, ρ◦el,H

will not only differ in its detailed spatial form from ρ◦el, but will generally also integrate up to

a total number of electrons that differs by l—the so-called electrosorption valency.324,349–367

With the electrode chemical composition unchanged, the dependence on all electrode chemi-

cal potentials µsub cancels in the difference of eq. (38). What remains are the electrochemical

potentials of the bulk reservoirs from where the proton and the additional electron density

dragged to it upon adsorption came from. At the electrified interface in the aqueous en-

vironment this correspond to µ̃H+ of the solvated proton and the electron electrochemical

potential µ̃el as determined by the applied potential. Using eq. (37) we can thus rewrite

eq. (38) as a difference of grand potential energies and these electrochemical potentials

∆Gads,Nα
H (ΦE) =

(
ΩNα,H[ρ◦el,H(ΦE)]− ΩNα [ρ◦el(ΦE)]

)
− (µ̃H+ + lµ̃el) . (39)

This equation now clearly carves out the entire wealth of practical problems that have to be

dealt with. Under an applied potential ΦE away from the PZC, the electrode will generally

be charged with a corresponding balancing counter charge built up in the electrolyte. Some

of this counter charge will be located in the diffuse DL, which is likely outside of a practically

feasible DFT supercell as discussed in Chapter 1. Unless this is suitably taken care of by an

implicit electrolyte model as discussed in the next section, this would imply the computation

of charged supercells. Furthermore, to evaluate eq. (39) we also need to determine the two

electrochemical potentials. While we have already seen the difficulties to align µ̃el = −eΦE

on the absolute scale with the DFT-internal Fermi level in an implicit solvation calculation in

the last section, also the explicit computation of the electrochemical potential of a solvated

proton µ̃H+ is a tough endeavor.368–370

Intriguingly, all of these problems vanish completely with just one single and ingenious

approximation. If we assume that the optimized electron density of a given interface config-
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uration Nα at any applied potential ΦE remains the same as the one at its PZC, then there

is no electrolyte counter charge as discussed in the previous section and the DFT supercell

is always charge neutral. For ρ◦el,H this implies that the adsorbed protonic charge is exactly

compensated by one additional electron, i.e. the H adsorption (proton electrosorption) pro-

cess is a so-called proton-coupled electron transfer (PCET).371,372 In turn, l = 1 and we

arrive at

∆Gads,Nα
H,CHE(ΦE) =

(
ΩNα,H[ρ◦el,H(ΦE,H,PZC)]− ΩNα [ρ◦el(ΦE,PZC)]

)
− (µ̃H+ + µ̃el) . (40)

Also, the electrochemical potential calculation and alignment problem is naturally resolved,

as the remaining integer sum of the two potentials in eq. (40) is simply related to the applied

potential ΦSHE
E on the SHE scale,324,332,373

(µ̃H+ + µ̃el) = 1
2
µH2 − eΦSHE

E − kBT ln(10)pH . (41)

Here, µH2 is the chemical potential of hydrogen gas at standard state, which is straightforward

to compute,13,373–376 and pH is the pH value of the aqueous electrolyte. Note that the SHE

scale is the predominantly employed scale in experiments anyway, which thus does allow

to directly compare with experiments (as long as they are not affected by mass transport

effects41,377). There is correspondingly no need anymore to align the DFT-internal Fermi

level to the applied potential. In fact, as the difference of grand potential energies in eq. (40)

is now potential-independent, it suffices to compute it once, and the entire dependence of

the adsorption free energy on the applied potential is then just analytically given by eq. (41).

This analytic dependence becomes even easier on the reversible hydrogen electrode (RHE)

scale,

(µ̃H+ + µ̃el) = 1
2
µH2 − eΦRHE

E , (42)
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i.e. all pH dependencies are in the CHE just trivially Nernstian.

Figure 9: Surface phase diagram of Pt(111) in water as determined within the
CHE approach. Shown are computed potential-dependent surface free energies of bare
Pt(111) and various H, OH and O coverages on it. Within the ab initio thermodynamics
framework, surface terminations with lowest surface free energy are declared as most stable
one at the corresponding potential. This yields the indicated gradual transition from H-
covered over bare surface to OH- and O-covered terminations with increasingly positive
potential. Reproduced with permission from ref. 378.

The original intention to exploit the SHE definition to circumvent the electrochemical

potential referencing issues was coined computational hydrogen electrode (CHE) by Ross-

meisl, Nørskov and coworkers.373,374 Nowadays, CHE is instead essentially equated with the

somewhat stronger approximation to employ PZC optimized densities as introduced in the

example above. This kind of CHE approach underlies the by far dominant part of contempo-

rary first-principles based work on electrified interfaces and electrocatalysis at them. In fact,

it is fair to say that without the computational simplicity enabled by the CHE, theoretical

electrocatalysis would not be where it is today.379 The CHE philosophy is readily generalized

to other electrodes (computational sulfur electrode, computational Li electrode,. . .)380–382

and employed for the computation of other thermodynamic quantities. Notably, these are
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the aforementioned surface free energies,14,377,378,383–387 i.e. the cost to create a surface with

a certain structure and composition, as well as thermodynamic reaction barriers or concomi-

tant thermodynamic overpotentials.373,374,388–391 Using the prior applied-potential dependent

surface free energies to compare the stability of a range of candidate surface structures and

composition, one can readily establish surface phase diagrams, which—if the electrochemical

potential dependence is resolved into a potential and pH dependence—are also known as

Pourbaix diagrams. Figure 9 illustrates this with corresponding work from McCrum et al.

for the Pt(111) surface in a water environment. Such kind of CHE surface phase diagrams

are nowadays widely used to draw first conclusions on the actual surface structure and com-

position of electrodes under true operating conditions and we refer to excellent reviews on

this topic1,379,388,392–394 for a more detailed overview of the uses and merits of this kind of

most popular CHE application.

If employed within the sketched CHE approach, the task of an implicit solvation model

is to account for the solvation response at the PZC of the considered surface configuration.

This is conceptually analogous to what was discussed in the previous section for the pris-

tine electrode, yet with two notable, opposing differences. On the one hand, in particular

for larger, more protruding, polar or hydrogen-bond affine adsorbates one can in principle

expect larger solvation corrections even at the PZC.43,47,395,395–398 On the other hand, as ap-

parent from eq. (40) it is typically differences of grand potential energies that matter for the

targeted thermodynamic energetic quantities and in these differences solvation corrections

partly cancel. As an upshot, such corrections to adsorption free energies by fully implicit

solvation models are typically small for the prototypical adsorbates of interest in aqueous

environments in particular for *H and *O, while being slightly larger for *OH, *OOH or

*H2O, maybe reaching up to some hundred meVs for the dipolar species. By and large, this

seems to agree with the results of calculations with explicit solvent,389,397,399,400 but this is

most likely just due to fortuitous error cancellation in such free energy differences rather

than evidence for the accuracy of present-day implicit solvation models and their existing
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parametrizations. More detailed analysis of the contributions points out that an arguably

most important correction to existing schemes would be to account for so-called competi-

tive solvent adsorption in the cavitation grand potential. This reflects the fact that in a

thermodynamically consistent treatment of solvation at SLIs, there should be an energy

cost associated with the need to first remove solvent from the pristine electrode to create

space for the adsorbate. This would generally be a substrate-dependent cost,65,401 in con-

trast to the existing, substrate agnostic cavitation grand potential formulations discussed in

Section 2.4.1.

We think it could mainly be this missing appropriate account of competitive solvent

adsorption that stands behind the (partly) dramatic discrepancies between implicit solvation

results and benchmark AIMD simulations in explicit water environments.43,44,402 This view

would be supported by the strong correlations with the OH/H2O adsorption properties of

the substrate.44 Note, however, that competitive solvent adsorption is also not appropriately

considered in a wide range of simple explicit solvation strategies,373,400 while it is generally

questionable anyway whether the limited trajectories obtained in the dynamic simulations

can really faithfully mimic thermodynamic equilibrium. On the implicit solvation side, there

are some hints that more substrate-specific models such as the SCSS model using soft-sphere

atomic cavities might constitute a way forward while not compromising other observables.337

Nevertheless, while all of this surely indicates the need to further advance implicit solvation

models (or to rather move over to mixed explicit/implicit solvation models for SLIs), the fact

remains that in a CHE free energy difference like in eq. (40) for the adsorption free energy,

solvation corrections evaluated at the PZCs tend to be small. One can correspondingly

find multiple practitioner works in the literature, where the CHE is applied and in fact no

solvation treatment is included at all, i.e. the underlying DFT calculations are actually

performed for slabs in vacuum. In historical perspective, the advent of implicit solvation

methodology in major periodic boundary conditions DFT packages came after the CHE

approximation was firmly established and widely employed by the theoretical electrocatalysis
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community. The new functionality was then often employed within the prevalent CHE, rather

than realizing that it could actually constitute a powerful avenue beyond it.

3.4 Surface charging and interfacial capacitance

It is indeed important to realize that the typically small solvation corrections within the CHE

are an invariable outcome of the PZC assumption. To assess this assumption, let us recall

the physical processes actually occurring at a pristine electrode on gradual application of a

potential that brings us away from its PZC. Without loss of generality, let this be a potential

positive from the PZC, which will thus withdraw electrons from the electrode and lead to

the formation of a positive net surface charge on the electrode surface. In order to screen the

resulting electric field, a compensating counter charge will build up in the electrolyte part of

the DL. Initially, this is just a capacitive charging process of the electric DL as introduced in

Chapter 1. This means that the concomitant changes to the electrode electron density might

induce some atomic relaxation or even stronger rearrangements in the electrode material.

Also, the molecular and ionic distributions within the electrolyte will obviously change when

building up the counter charge. However, at the initially small potentials there is formally

no exchange of (charged) matter between these two constituents of the DL. In a fully implicit

solvation model, this would thus mean that the chemical composition Nα of the DFT-part

of the system does not change.

Upon further increase of the potential away from the PZC, the polarization of the DL

might eventually become so large, that such an exchange will occur, specifically in form of

a so-called interfacial (or Faradaic) charge transfer. Here, it is now generally the transfer of

ions to or from the electrolyte with a concomitant change of their charge state that reduces

the electric field. For the considered positive potential and an aqueous electrolyte, this could

for instance be the specific adsorption of anions,403–409 or depending on the pH, the formation

of hydroxyl groups at the metal electrode.410–412 Even in a fully implicit solvation model,

these new surface species would be explicitly modeled and we would correspondingly arrive
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at a new chemical composition Nα′ . This new electrode configuration then has its own new

PZC,413 typically at a more positive potential as the original pristine surface (cf. normal

vs anomalous work function change414). When now further increasing the potential, we are

again moving away from this PZC and the sequence of capacitive charging and interfacial

charge transfer upon exceeding DL polarization continues.

What the CHE does is to approximate this sequence with a series of pure charge-transfer

processes through unpolarized electrode configurations. As it only considers the electron

density at the PZC of each electrode configuration, it is agnostic to capacitive charging. The

increasing applied potential enters the fixed-composition total grand potential only through

the changed electron electrochemical potential term as in the hydrogen adsorption eq. (40)

above. Within the ab initio thermodynamics framework, any change of relative stability of

different electrode configurations can thus only be captured, if the concomitant change of

Nα includes a change in the involved number of electrons Nel, as is the case for an interfacial

charge transfer. By construction, the CHE approximation can therefore for instance not

account for potential-induced geometric changes or stronger reconstructions of the electrode

that leave the chemical composition Nα unchanged.

In order to overcome these limitations of the CHE it is therefore imperative to include

some form of surface charging into the modeling. Remember that one of the motivations for

historically introducing the CHE was the charge-neutrality restriction of prevalent periodic

boundary condition DFT implementations. This restriction is elegantly addressed by the

PZC assumption as the electron density then automatically integrates up to exactly match

the total nuclei charge of the DFT part of the supercell. Yet, even in these codes there is in

practice nothing that prevents us from adding more or less electrons into the DFT calculation

to mimic surface charging. What the codes would only do (more or less unnoticed), is to

introduce a homogeneous background charge that exactly compensates the net charge that

would result from this varied electron number.246,320 In principle, this straightforward, so-

called jellium approach can still be and is in fact largely used to model a potential-dependent
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electron density.415–417 Obviously though, a homogeneous background charge—if applied

without further corrections—is unlikely a good representation of the DL counter charge and

there are several studies that highlight the nonphysical surface charging behavior obtained

within this approach.202,320,342

It is especially to this problem of surface charging where implicit solvation methodology

adds significant flexibility. As discussed in Section 2.5 and summarized in Fig. 5, current elec-

trolyte models offer a wide spectrum of introducing counter ions into the supercell, thereby

allowing to establish overall charge neutrality without the need for a jellium background.

This spectrum ranges from the simple PCC Helmholtz-layer models to the self-consistent ion

distributions of PB or MPB theory, where, importantly, the ion distributions described in the

latter theories include the diffuse DL. Here, it is worthwhile to emphasize the elegance with

which these implicit approaches solve the problem of the wide extension of the diffuse DL

part highlighted in Chapter 1. Even if this extension largely exceeds the actual dimension

of the supercell employed in the practical DFT calculation, this still plays no role as it only

enters the generalized Poisson equation solver of the code, cf. Section 2.5. Corresponding

solvers can be implemented with free boundary conditions in z-direction,242,243 i.e. vertical

to the slab surface, and are then completely independent of the finite supercell size used

in the other parts of the KS DFT minimization. Whatever the specific electrolyte model

used, its ionic counter charges thus flexibly allow to satisfy the supercell charge-neutrality

condition despite a varying net surface charge on the explicitly DFT-described electrode.

The implementation of corresponding implicit electrolyte models in a range of major DFT

packages as summarized in Table 2 marked therefore a big conceptual step forward for the

first-principles based modeling of electrified SLIs. What remains to be seen though, is what

this actually brings practically for the modeling of surface charging and the truly intended

computation of fixed-composition total grand potential energies Ω̃Nα [ρ◦el(ΦE)] with potential-

dependent optimized electron densities ρ◦el(ΦE), cf. eq. (37). Which aspects of the implicit

physical counter charge model are truly important and how influential is the parametrization
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of the effective solvation model?
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Figure 10: Dependence of the interfacial capacitance on implicit solvation model
parameters. Shown is the variation of the fixed-composition total grand potential energy
Ω̃Nα around the PZC for a model Li(110) electrode in implicit ethylene carbonate (EC)
solvent (ε(exp) = 89.9) . The parabolic variation nicely reflects the Taylor expansion of
eq. (43) and allows to fit the interfacial capacitance. (Left panel) Variation as a function of
the bulk permittivity employed in the implicit solvation model. (Right panel) Variation as a
function of the threshold charge density (called nc) employed to define the solvation cavity.
Adapted from ref. 382.

For a first such assessment it is instructive to perform a Taylor expansion of Ω̃Nα [ρ◦el(ΦE)]

around the PZC, which can be achieved fully analytically up to second order365

Ω̃Nα [ρ◦el(ΦE)] = Ω̃Nα [ρ◦el(ΦE,PZC)]− ACPZC

2
(ΦE − ΦE,PZC)2 +O((ΦE − ΦE,PZC)3) , (43)

with CPZC the area normalized interfacial capacitance at the PZC, and A the surface area

(which in practice in a symmetric slab calculation would comprise the upper and lower side of

the slab). Consistent with the above discussed physics of capacitive charging when moving

away from the PZC, it is thus CPZC that naturally appears in the thermodynamics as a

central quantity. This analysis correspondingly suggests that next to the PZC discussed in

Section 3.2, implicit electrolyte models should especially be able to appropriately describe

the capacitance CPZC at the PZC to achieve a sound potential-dependence of grand potential

energies Ω̃Nα [ρ◦el(ΦE)] away from the PZC. Figure 10 from Lespes and Filhol382 illustrates
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that in principle already fully-implicit models can offer this capability. Their data for Li(110)

nicely portrays the inverted parabolas of the Taylor expansion, eq. (43), and the sensitive

dependence of the extracted capacitance CPZC on central parameters of the implicit solvation

model, namely the bulk permittivity value and the iso-surface value of the electron density

defining the solvation cavity, cf. Section 2.3. Note in particular the small capacitance values

obtained in vacuum that can only be increased when considering the polarization response

of the surrounding liquid through the implicit solvation model.

Further away from the PZC, higher-order terms in the Taylor expansion of eq. (43) will

start to play a role, which will then feature variations of the interfacial capacitance with

the applied potential. As a result, quite some work has been dedicated to construct implicit

models that can reproduce experimentally observed capacitance variations with applied po-

tential as well as electrolyte composition.21,172,309 As already introduced in Chapter 1, the

total interfacial capacitance can be seen as arising from two capacitors in series, the inner

DL and the outer DL. For high electrolyte concentrations or for potentials far away from the

PZC, this total capacitance will correspondingly be dominated by the capacitance of the in-

ner DL, where the highest potential drop occurs.33 Consistent with this picture, the modeling

of the diffuse DL is often found to play a minor role to describe the interfacial capacitance in

this limit.40,41 Instead, it is the appropriate parametrization of the solvation cavity boundary

that critically determines the overall accuracy,418 and it is within this understanding that

refined models that include nonlinear electrolyte and dielectric response e.g. in form of a

dielectric decrement as discussed in Section 2.5.3 are currently being pursued.309

3.5 Constant potential vs. constant charge calculations

As discussed in Section 3.3, the capability to compute applied-potential dependent fixed-

composition total grand potential energies Ω̃Nα [ρ◦el(ΦE)] is a key prerequisite to access ther-

modynamic energetic quantities like surface free energies or adsorption free energies, see

e.g. eq. (38) for the discussed example of hydrogen adsorption. To this end, the flexibility
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with which implicit electrolyte models allow to consider finite surface charges in the peri-

odic DFT supercell calculations provides primarily an opportunity to go beyond the CHE

approximation. Within the prevalent canonical DFT implementations that work with a

prescribed number of electrons Nel, the amount of surface charge that corresponds to a par-

ticular applied potential ΦE can e.g. straightforwardly be obtained from the condition that

the DFT-internal electron chemical potential has to equal the external electron electrochem-

ical potential at equilibrium. As discussed before in Section 3.2, the prior is given by the

Fermi level position φF(Nel) with respect to the DFT-internal vacuum reference φvac, while

the latter is imposed by the applied potential. Thus, Nel(ΦE) is determined by varying the

number of electrons in the calculation until

e(φF(Nel)− φvac) = µ̃el = −eΦE (44)

is fulfilled.326,342,419,420 For this electron number, the desired fixed-composition total grand

potential energy is then evaluated as

Ω̃Nα [ρ◦el(ΦE)] = ΩNα [ρ◦el(Nel(ΦE))] + eΦENel(ΦE) , (45)

which mathematically can be identified as a Legendre transformation between the variables

Nel and ΦE. Equivalent results can be achieved via the use of a potentiostat421 or in grand

canonical DFT via an extended Hamiltonian.23 Note that, if it is of interest to understand the

interface energetics for a range of applied potentials, it can be computationally more efficient

to simply compute ΩNα [ρ◦el(Nel)] as well as ΦE(Nel) (↔ φF(Nel)) for a set of electron numbers

{Nel} from which the (continuous) Ω̃Nα [ρ◦el(ΦE)] can then be obtained in a straightforward

way e.g. via interpolation.26

In principle, correspondingly determined Ω̃Nα [ρ◦el(ΦE)] still suffer from the difficulty of

referencing to the DFT-internal vacuum reference φvac in implicit solvation calculations as

discussed in Section 3.2. However, fortunately only differences of such fixed-composition to-
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tal grand potential energies are typically required for targeted quantities like an adsorption

free energy. In such differences, one can consistently reference to the available bulk implicit

solvent potential, which then only implies a residual constant shift of the potential depen-

dence of a quantity like ∆Gads,Nα(ΦE) with respect to an experimental scale. Accepting

such constant uncertainty, empirical values are then also conveniently taken for additionally

required electrochemical potentials of those particle species that vary in these differences,

like the µ̃H+ of a solvated proton in the hydrogen adsorption example.

On the other hand, the necessity to evaluate differences also creates challenges, in par-

ticular with respect to the implicit solvation modeling. To understand this, let us recap the

equation with which the hydrogen adsorption free energy of Section 3.3 would be determined

in this constant-potential approach

∆Gads,Nα
H (ΦE) = Ω̃Nα,H[ρ◦el,H(ΦE)]− Ω̃Nα [ρ◦el(ΦE)] . (46)

Both fixed-composition total grand potential energies are obviously here evaluated at the

same applied potential ΦE. However, as discussed in the last section, the PZCs of the H-

covered and the clean surface are generally different. This means that the evaluation of the

two grand potential energies proceeds at a different relative potential with respect to the

respective PZC. It could for example be that the applied potential is actually quite close

to the PZC of the clean surface, but rather far away from the H-covered one. In the last

section we had seen that the accuracy of implicit electrolyte models typically depends on this

relative difference from the PZC. A model might be better suited to describe the potential

region around the PZC, while another one is tailored just for the inner DL-dominated region

far away from the PZC. In the difference of eq. (46), the model can instead be required to

describe quite different relative potential regions and this could introduce quite some error.

Aiming for better error cancelation, we can revisit the CHE and emphasize an aspect of it

that is actually often overlooked. As discussed, the prevalent form of the CHE assumes that
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the optimized electron density of a given interface configuration Nα at any applied potential

ΦE always remains the same as at its PZC, cf. Section 3.3. Intriguingly, this implies that

in the difference required for the adsorption free energy, the two fixed-composition grand

potential energies are actually evaluated at different potentials. In the hydrogen adsorption

case and the corresponding eq. (40), this would namely be at the PZC of the hydrogen-covered

surface ΦE,H,PZC and at the PZC of the clean surface ΦE,PZC. It is now tempting to transfer

this aspect to the surface charging case. If both terms in eq. (46) were not evaluated at the

same potential, but at the same amount of surface charging, then both fixed-composition

total grand potential energies are determined at an approximately equal relative potential

with respect to their PZC and one can hope for maximum error cancellation in the implicit

model. Of course, on the other hand, error is introduced because at least one of the two

terms is not computed at the correct applied potential—but possibly this incurred error is

smaller than the error cancellation achieved.

This is essentially the philosophy of so-called constant-charge calculations, which can in

principle be carried out with explicit38,422,423 or implicit40,41,424–427 charging. In such calcula-

tions the amount of surface charge according to an applied electrode potential is determined

e.g. from experimental33 or simulated40,41 charge-potential relations. The resulting decou-

pling of quantum chemistry and surface charging thus allows to control the accuracy of both

scales roughly independently. While clearly inspired by the CHE, it is worthwhile to note that

this approach is also closely related to traditional constant field calculations37,39,373,428–436 as

interfacial fields are naturally proportional to surface charge, and it is correspondingly not

surprising that latter calculations were also taken into consideration in the early develop-

ments of the CHE approximation.373,374,428,429,433,434

Both the constant-potential23,24,26,244,245,325,326,342,419–421,437 and constant-charge40,41,244,424–427,430,431,436

approach enjoy present popularity, with the former also often denoted as fully grand-canonical

(FGC) approach. While they give quantitatively different results in practical supercell sizes,

it is gratifying that in the thermodynamic limit of low-coverage adsorption, i.e. one adsor-
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bate in a laterally infinitely extended supercell, both approaches will eventually coincide.245

In this limit, the PZC of the clean surface will only be infinitesimally changed upon adsorp-

tion. At any applied potential, both the single-adsorbate covered and clean surface will thus

be equally charged anyway, and one is in both cases also at an equal absolute and relative

potential with respect to the joint PZC. For this limit, one can analogously to the constant-

potential case also consider a constant-charge appropriate Taylor series expansion of the

adsorption free energy, i.e. now in terms of the excess charge.40,245,365 Here it has been found

that in many cases, the first order term corresponding to the PZC change is dominating. In

contrast, higher-order terms depending on the capacitance and thus electrolyte description

are indeed less relevant, supporting the error cancelation motivation of this approach.40 For

the constant-potential case, a dipole-field-type first-order correction term to the CHE ad-

sorption free energy can even analytically be derived.40,41,244,365,367 For the specific example

of hydrogen adsorption, this term reads

∆Gads,Nα
H(θ→0)(ΦE)−∆Gads,Nα

H(θ→0),CHE(ΦE) ≈ e (l − 1) (ΦE − ΦE,PZC) , (47)

with the already earlier introduced electrosorption valency l as measure of the number of

electrons dragged onto the electrode upon adsorption of the proton. In the CHE, lCHE = 1,

corresponding to a PCET process, while in general l 6= 1.

Compared to the CHE, changes in the potential-dependence of adsorption free energies as

obtained in emerging constant-potential or constant-charge calculations seem indeed gener-

ally largely be understandable in terms of dipole-field interaction, even for larger molecules,

such as e.g. CO2 reduction intermediates.439 Changes in this dipole-field interaction with

applied potential can then lead to a wide range of conceptual physics that was outside of

the realm of CHE theory. This includes a potential-induced switching of the most stable ad-

sorption site26,110,435 or altered adsorbate geometries or adsorption motives,419,440 including

e.g. interfacial water.441 Recent corresponding results have for instance also helped to clarify
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Φ

Figure 11: Theoretical surface Pourbaix diagram of Cu(100) in implicit water
considering H and CO adsorbates. The diagram obtained within the CHE approxima-
tion (left panel) shows only a trivial Nernstian pH-dependence, which vanishes on the here
employed RHE scale. In contrast, non-trivial pH-dependencies are obtained with constant-
potential aka FGC calculations (right panel). Figure created from data published in ref.
438.

the impact of different cationic species40,442 on the interfacial capacitance,39,40,443 and how

this can influence in an indirect way via the variation in the dipole-field interaction a vari-

ety of electrochemical observables such as the stability of adsorbed CO2
40,110,424,439 and the

Stark shifts of CO.40,444,445 In addition, the now available possibility to appropriately account

for effects of the applied potential beyond the CHE has enabled significant progress in the

simulation of electrochemical reaction barriers244,342 and bridged the gap to works that em-

ploy explicit charging strategies.244,326,422,423,446–450 Further works reported potential-induced

surface reconstructions or lifting of those26,451 as well as non-Nernstian dependencies for sur-

face coverages,23,26,178,452–454 nanoparticle shapes,26,452 Pourbaix diagrams,438,455,456 and last

but not least (thermodynamic) cyclic voltammograms,26,366,367,437 where peak positions and

shapes can indeed be extremely sensitive to the electrochemical conditions.412,457 These de-

velopments are all quite recent and we expect significant further progress in our understand-

ing of interfacial electrocatalysis to emerge from such constant-potential or constant-charge

calculations.394 As one final example we only highlight in Fig. 11 how constant-potential

calculations help to overcome the trivially Nernstian pH-dependence of the CHE approach,
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cf. eq.(42). In the Pourbaix diagram for Cu(100) shown on the RHE potential scale, there is

correspondingly no further pH dependence within the CHE, but significant structure when

computed with the constant potential approach.

4 Conclusions and outlook

Predictive-quality first-principles calculations based on DFT have undoubtedly become a cor-

nerstone in modern materials, catalysis and energy research. In the specific context of catal-

ysis at electrified interfaces, this development is largely connected with the ingenious com-

putational hydrogen electrode (CHE) approach of Rossmeisl, Nørskov and coworkers.373,374

It is difficult to understate the impact that this single approach has made on the design of

electrocatalysts or the unraveling of electrochemical reaction mechanisms.1,379,388,392–394 By

the very nature of its approximation, the CHE puts the predominant emphasis on the elec-

trode site. Over the last decade or so, first-principles electrocatalysis research at solid-liquid

interfaces (SLIs) was correspondingly dominated by finding optimum catalyst materials that

lie at the top of reaction volcanos or gaining mechanistic understanding in terms of surface

chemical bonds, yet without much caring for the electrolyte side of the SLI.

It is only within the last few years that an ever increasing understanding of electrified

SLIs starts to trigger a return to this foundational pillar of electrochemistry, namely the

influence of the electrolyte at the SLI.32,113–116,458 Unfortunately, it is also only when one

starts to devise strategies of how to actually do so within the realm of present-day DFT

and supercomputer capabilities, that one really starts to appreciate the ingenuity of the

CHE approximation and the simplicity of the calculations it enables. Any real consideration

of the extended double layer (DL) with its intricate long-range electrostatics and inherent

dynamics quickly leads to excessive computational costs. In this respect, implicit solvation

methodology forms a unique compromise. As we have surveyed in this review, consideration

of corresponding methodology within the ab initio thermodynamics framework commonly
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employed in surface catalysis anyway, immediately gives rise to multiple avenues beyond

the CHE. At the same time, the computational cost of corresponding constant potential or

constant charge calculations stays not too different from the one of the CHE approach.

While thus highly promising, this approach is not without its own challenges. The imple-

mentation of implicit solvation functionality into a series of powerful DFT software packages

that can describe extended SLIs typically within the frame of periodic boundary condition

supercells has been the enabler for this new field and a great community effort. However, in

these implementations the methodological framework, historically developed to assess solva-

tion effects on molecular solutes, has largely been left unaltered. To one end, this concerns

the usage of parametrizations derived from molecular experimental reference data. To the

other end, functional expressions for the effectively treated explicit electrode - implicit elec-

trolyte interactions have if at all only marginally been modified, for instance if they contained

quantities like a cavity volume that is not accessible at an extended SLI. As we have seen

in the course of this review, the primary advance brought about by implicit solvation for

the SLI context is more the flexibility with which one can represent the counter charges in

the DL, rather than the actual account of solvation effects. For this purpose, the present

state-of-the-art may largely be sufficient—and in addition to the already obtained massive

insight into catalysis at electrified interfaces, we expect truly grand-canonical results (like

the discussed constant potential or constant charge calculations) on the basis of existing

implicit electrolyte models to continue carving out important electrochemistry that was not

accessible within the CHE framework.

However, this can only be a first step. At present, the community is at a crossroad. One

route is to focus efforts towards mixed explicit/implicit solvation approaches. The other is to

refine the implicit solvation technology itself. For both case, what will centrally be required

is a re-thinking of the functional expressions, in particular of the non-electrostatic terms, and

reference data that is more pertinent for extended SLIs. Regarding the latter, we have seen

throughout the review, that many experimentally accessible quantities commonly measured
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in electrochemistry are not ideal for this task, as their computation intricately mixes solva-

tion effects with the specificities of the employed ab initio thermodynamics ansatz. In this

respect, more, systematic and accurate measurements of PZCs and interfacial capacitances

for well-defined model electrodes would certainly be helpful. In our view, also contact angles

could be another highly useful class of quantities. Without any such data, it is largely impos-

sible to develop highly parametrized and thus potentially more accurate implicit solvation

methods without running into overfitting. From this perspective, the actual developments of

first-principles machine-learned interatomic potentials are probably most exciting.81,82 Ex-

plicit AIMD data43,44,56,58,66,68,69,335,368,369,459–464 has long been used to validate and improve

implicit solvation methodology. If machine-learned interatomic potentials allow to generate

comparably accurate, but orders of magnitude longer trajectories and in larger simulation

cells, then this will be an invaluable asset that might even ultimately enable to validate and

refine implicit solvation schemes for application outside the domain of ab initio thermody-

namics, notably the modeling of kinetic reaction barriers.
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Table 2: Overview over published implementations of implicit solvation models
in various DFT program packages. This compilation is to provide a rough picture of
all the implemented features and corresponding references, with a focus on the electrostatic
and ionic part of the grand potential functional. For the shape function, if not ASC is speci-
fied, a smooth dielectric step function is used. Legend: QE = QUANTUM ESPRESSO, BC
= Boundary condition (referring to solvation model implementation, P=periodic, F=free),
ASC = Apparent Surface Charge, Non-loc. = Non-local, Non-lin. = Non-linear, Aniso =
Anisotropic (dielectric tensor), Het. = Heterogeonous (different bulk dielectric permittivities
in different regions, to model e.g. systems at the air-water interface, or liquid-liquid inter-
faces), Non-eq. = Non-equilibrium/frequency-dependent, PB = Poisson-Boltzmann, MPB =
Lattice Size-Modified Poisson-Boltzmann, S = Stern correction, CS = hard sphere crowding
effects based on Carnahan-Starling equation of state,323 PCC = planar counter charge, DD
= dielectric decrement. Lastly, GAMESS and Gaussian support a variety of ASC models
and the user is referred to the documentation and the Tomasi paper for further review of
the available methods.28 a: Only supports the use of regions with vacuum permittivity, not
a different permittivity.

Dielectric model (ε)
Lin. model/ Non-lin. Het.

DFT package BCs
Shape s

Non-loc
Aniso Non-eq.

Salt model

—full potential / all-electron—
sρel/sr ,

135,238 × X248,249 S-MPB,238

sρel
250/sr X251–255 LPB

48,253,256Q-Chem257 F

(ASC258)

× ×
248,249,259 (ASC260)

sρel ,
129,130 × × S-MPB

FHI-aims261 F
sρel (ASC131)

× × × 120,130,132

sr × ×
CRYSTAL262,263 P239/F

(ASC239,264)
× × × ×

sr × × LPB
Jaguar265 F

(ASC133,266–269)
× × × (ASC266–268)

sρel/sr × X270 LPB
GAMESS271 F

(ASC28)
×

X237,272,273 X274–277 (ASC278)
sρel/sr × × LPB

GAUSSIAN279 P240/F
(ASC28)

×
X280 X252,256,281–283 (ASC278)

sr × ×
Dmol3 P241/F

(ASC134,241)
× × × ×

sρel/sr × ×
TURBOMOLE284 F

(ASC134,285,286)
× × X283,287 ×

× ×
NWChem288 F ASC134,289 × × × ×

—pseudopotential—
sρel

137,290 × ×
VASP291 P × × × LPB178

sr ,127,135 × × LPB, S-MPB,
QE292–295 P/F

sρel
129 X127

X × PCC25,247

sr 135 × ×
BigDFT296–300 F/P301 sρel

129 × × × MPB247

P/ sr ,302 × × DD-S-MPB,
GPAW303,304

F202,302,305 sρel ,
129,136 × × × LPB, PCC202

× ×
PWMat306,307 P sρel

129,308 × × × S-LPB247,308

sr ,135 X X22,125,309 CS-MPB,125

sρel
22,125,126,137 111,138,310 111,138 ×

S-CS-MPB,309JDFTx311 P/F
X312 × LPB125,313

sρel
129,136,314 × ×

CP2K315 P × × × ×

sr ,135,246,316 × Xa 317 S-MPB246

ONETEP318 P/F317

sρel
136,246,316,319 × × × 246,316,320,321

× ×
CASTEP322 F sρel

136,246,316 × × × ×
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